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Message from L.A.
Former UNH student: Scared
by the out-of-control feeling
By Sandra Bon eek
TNH StatT
"Hi, it's Jenn, and/' mfine. /' m OK./' m staying at Diane and Jim's.
If you want need to get in touch with me, here's the number ... "
The message is on an answering machine in an apartment in West
Hollywood, California, one block south of Sunset Boulevard. Jennifer
Chouinard left it yesterday afternoon before packing herself and some
belongings up to go stay with friends.
No one wants to be alone right now, not in Los Angeles.
"I'm notreaJly scared for my own personal safety," she said last night
"I'm scared, but it's a weird kind of fear; it's more that helpless, out-ofcontrol feeling."
Chouinard, 21, spent two years at UNH as a WSBE major before
deciding to move to California, where, once she establishes her residency,
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Students angered, ashamed by offic'"ers' acquittal
By Birger Dahl

TNH Staff
Over 200 students took part in
a vigil last night, which was organized to speak against Wednesday's
acquittal of four LosAngeJes Police
Department officers who were
videotaped beating motorist Rodney
King last spring.
The acquittal was followed by
riots and violence in communities
across the country that have sparked

a greater nationwide concern about
racism.
"I was really ashamed to be
from L.A. today," freshman Melissa Mullin said to the audience
over an open microphone. "But I
was more ashamed to be a citizen of
this country."
Mullin's words reflected the
opinion of many students who spoke
at the vigil in Murkland courtyard.
Students said that racism was
not isolated to Los Angeles.
A man quietly walked up to the

microphone. "My children are going to grow up in these United
States," said junior David Gamble.
"I don't want it."
Gamble, who is black, said, "It
is not a white or a black thing. It is
a human-being thing."
"I wasdeeplyangered,"hesaid,
"I don't know if anger is what I
should be feeling."
Gamble was one of many emotional students who spoke to the
crowd.
As long as racism continues,

Buy-back policies upset students
By Michelle Blanchette
TNH Staff
Many UNH students have been
frustrated with campus book stores
for years.
"They have their hooks in us,"
sophomore John Shimanoski said.
"You have to pay what they offer,
because you can't get your books
any other way."
Often at the heart of students'
frustration is the book stores buyback policies.
"I thought they were kidding
me my freshman year when they
were saying 50 cents or 75 cents
each for 20 paperback books that I
paid $3 a pop for," said sophomore

Beth Starr after a hearty laugh.
Shimanoski agreed and said
both campus book stores were profiting beyond what was necessary.
But Lorraine Mechesm, managerof the Durham Book Exchange,
said the reason behind low prices
for returned books is simple.
"I feel really bad when students get
angry,butwearetakingabiggamble
by buying books back," she said.
Not all books are reused, according to Mechesm. Often books
become outdated because new editions come out With paperbacks,
it's cheaper for book stores to buy
new books directly from the publishers.
"We can buy them new at discount from the publishers,"

Mechesm said. ''Trade books (paperbacks) have less of a shelf life
and UNH tends to use more paperbacks than any other college."
Mechesm said this was probably due to the fact that UNH professors appear to have a freer range
when choosing books.
"I think its ridiculous. It's not
fair," Shimanoski said. ''They are
making money off of you the first
time you buy it, and then they make
more money off you when you sell
it back. It's an all-profit organization."
Some students have opted to
make a profit on their books by
selling them privately or they decide
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"our country can never be as great
as it's supposed to be," one student
said.
Freshman Lisa Morse talked
about racism in New Hampshire
and on this campus. She said she
was shocked when she moved into

the residence halls at UNH and students watching television called the
black remote control "the nigger."
Joyce Gibbs, a UNH staff
member who lived in Los Angeles
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•Vigil attracts over 200 concerned students
Cont. from page 1

Robinson said that the videotape showed obvious police brutal-

about the acquittal and the violence
that ensued.
"We see things that happen here
that are a taste of the same;' said
Gibbs, who played guitar and sang
along with students at the end of the
vigil.
Carmen Buford, interim director of the Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs, after being asked
up to the podium, said, "I really
didn't want to say anything tonight
because I'm very angry and frustrated."
Buford said her family is from
Los Angeles, and the city is like a
warronenow.
"You really cannot view anything or go anywhere," she said.
She said her son had called her
asking how to explain the riots and
the racism to his child. Buford told
him to make sure to say, ''Two
wrongs never did make one right"
Buford said the violence and
prejudice that has erupted is a sign
that says "we cannot say that we are
one nation under God."
On this campus, she pointed
out sexism,racism and homophobia
as part of the larger problem of
prejudice plaguing the country.
"You are the leaders of tomorrow," she said. "I'm heartened to
see you organized this vigil and so
many of you have come." She added,
"I'm just sorry that this is the occasion that brought us here."
Ursula Robinson, a junior who
organiud the vigil, said "the videotape can speak for itself."

ity and that there is no excuse for the
police acquittal. Arguments that
King was making aggressive gestures toward police while lying on
the ground are ludicrous, she added.
She said she hoped the vigil
would give students a chance to
vent their frustration over the racism and riots.
"I've seen too many things

happen and too many students not
do anything," Robinson said, explaining one of the reasons she
started organizing the rally yesterday morning.
Raul Orozco, a Los Angeles
native and UNH sophomore, talked
about his experience with the Los
Angeles police.
"There is a reason to be hopeful," Orozco said, pointing out that
Los Angeles will have a new police

awareness about police brutality.
"What surprises me is the violence," Orozco said. "The violence,
thank God, has not reached my
neighborhood."
In order to prevent more of this
type ofviolence and racism, Orozco
said people have to start acting all
around the country.
"Change cannot happen by sitting
down and hoping that some kind of
automatic pilot will do it."

•'You couldn'(pay me to leave L.A.'
Cont. from page 1
she plans on pursuing her education in music business at UCLA.
A native of Portland, Maine,
Chouinard has been in Los Angeles since January, content with
her new surroundings and new
job with an accounting firm in
Beverly Hills. But she now lives
directly in the middle of the biggest rioting Los Angeles has ever
seen, which began Wednesday
night after four white Los Angeles
police officers were acquitted of
all but one charge in the videotaped
beating of motorist Rodney King
last year. Since then, the city has
been chaos, with arson, looting,
and severe violence talcing its toll.
The first Chouinard heard of
anything out of the ordinary, she
said, was on Wednesday, when
someone told her about "people
getting pulled out of cars and beat
up. I was thinking it was some

· Which one?

/

gang fight thing and that was it"
But soon, she said, she realized
she was wrong. She's been watching the news every second possible.
"[Wednesday] it was all about the
Rodney King trial," she said.
"People were angry with the verdict, people were protesting. But
today, it's all looting, it's all arson,
it's all robbing. It has nothing to do
with racism anymore."
She said she can't believe what
she's seeing on TV, and what's happening in the city she lives in.
"When you hear about it you
picture black gang members," she
said. "But that's not what it is. It's
little kids, it's mothers and their
daughters. Today I saw a little kid, a
Hispanic kid-he couldn't have
been more than eightornine, and he
was skipping down the street carrying all these packages of what
looked like chocolate chip cookies."
'"You look to the left and there's

I

Student browses at the MUB Springiest on Thursday (Tim

smoke everywhere," she said. ''The
whole sky is gray, and it's not smog
gray. Fires are everywhere. Stores
are getting robbed everywhere."
Her ride home from work yesterday, normally a IS-minute drive,
took her over an hour. She had left
early, at 3 p.m. "It started getting
really scary [at work]," she said.
''Things just kept getting closer and
closer to where we were. People
started working faster and faster,
the tension started building-by
three we just had to go."
The tension continued on the
car ride home. "Just driving home
from work today," she said, "all the
traffic ... and at stoplights you look
at people's faces and you could just
see the tension. It was like a big
question mark on everybody's faces:
'What the hell is going on?"'
The strangest thing about last
night, she said, was the silence. The
city of Los Angeles imposed a duskto-dawn curfew at 7:37 last night,

meaning that anyone seen out on
the streets was arrested.
"It's so quiet," she said. "It's scary.
You usually hear at least traffic, if
nothing else, at night. But now
there's no people, you just don't
hear anything-except for the occasional siren," she added.
For now, Chouinard said she
feels safe enough. She's not going
to work tomorrow, and she hopes,
like everyone, that this will be over
soon. "I can't imagine this continuing for much longer," she said.
"It just doesn't seem possible.
People have to get tired of it Maybe
I'm naive, I don't know."
Despite everything, Chouinard
has faith in the city she now calls
home. "Ilove L.A.," she said. "The
L.A. you see on TV is not the one I
know. I fell in love with this city the ,
minute I moved here. You couldn't
pay me to leave."

•Bookstore defends prices
Cont. from page 1

Broadrick/fNH Staff photo).

chief, Willie Williams, who is black.
Orozco was a member of the
Hispanic-American Council to the
Los Angeles police and said that 90
percent of the police officers in the
city are OK.
"It is that 10 percent that causes
trouble," he said.
He said the problem with the
acquittal was that King was taken
out of Los Angeles County and into
Ventura County, where there is less

to keep them for their own personal
reference.
Sophomore Kim Tombarelli
sells her own books. Instead of
selling her books back to the stores,
she puts up signs around her dorm
with her nwnber and sells them that
way.
"I sell them five dollars less
than cost. When people buy them
we both make out in the deal," she
said. "At the campus bookstores, 99
percent of the time they offer me
half or less than half, so I wait and
sell them at the beginning of the
semester."
Another solution to selling
books is the proposed student book
exchange, which appeared on the
platform of the defeated Fischler/
Broadmeadow campaign ticket.
According to Sarah Broadmeadow,
this is still very high on her priority
list for UNH's future.
The proposed student book
exchange program would buy books
back from students at the beginning
and end of each semester at a reasonable price and then sell them
back at just enough to cover costs.
"Nothing is set in stone, but the
possibilities are limitless,"
Broadmeadow said. ''The same goes

for the exchange program itself.
This could become anything the
students want it to be."
The book exchange won't initially affect many of the students,
according to Broadmeadow, but it
will make a big difference once it
gets going. "It will make the book
stores compete with the student book
exchange and hopefully lower their
prices," she said.
But, according to Mechesm,
UNH students may be "biting off
more than they can chew" if they
create a student book exchange.
"I don't really see a student
book exchange working profitably
or properly," she said. "It's a good
concept, but because professors,
especially at UNH, have such free
reign of books, they are really going
to have to be on top of new editions."
According to Broadmeadow,
Barnes and Noble is supposed to be
filtering 7 percent of their profits
back into UNH. This turns out to be
approximately $20-40 put back into
the system for each student.
Barnes and Nobles was unavailable for comment.
Broadmeadow said a student
book exchange wouldn't put either
Durham Book Exchange or Barnes
and Noble out of business.
"You will always have to buy

new-edition books," she said.
"Some books we' II run out of or just
won't have."
According to Mechesm,
Durham Book Exchange is not out
to get students. "We are not a nonprofit organization. Something has
to be exchanged," she said.
"Both book stores' ethics are
their own business, but I don't agree
with them," Broadmeadow said.
"That is why Mark [Fischler] and I
looked into it Other universities do
it, so why don't we?"
There is no set organization
taking care of the student book exchange project, she said. "My mind
is completely open to whoever wants
to take it on, just as long as it gets
done."
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Durham police participate in Torch Run
By Sue Robinson
TNH Staff'
Durham policemen are not only running
after criminals these days. They are also
running to raise money for New Hampshire's
Special Olympics.
At a recent planning conference for the
Special Olympics' Torch Run set for June 5,
the Durham Police Department, along with
27 other state law enforcement agencies, were
recognized for their involvement in last year's
Torch Run.
"The Torch Run is the largest fund raiser
of the Special Olympics," said Alexis Walker,
director of the development for New Hampshire Special Olympics. "It's not just a fund
raiser, though. It's symbolic as well. These
officers from around the state represent the
whole spirit of the summer games."
Over 400 officers participated last year,
raising more than $22,000. This year, Walker
hopes for that figure to increase to $26,000.
"Every year we are able to do a little
more," said Chief John Stimson, president of
the New Hampshire association of chiefs of
police. "We're very pleased that the money
raised in N.H. stays in N .H. and helps out an
organization such as the Special Olympics."
The Durham Police Department contributed close to $5,000 to the 1991 Special
Olympics and has already raised about $1,700
for 1992, according to Captain Joe McGann.
Every year since 1985, when the state
adopted the Torch Run concept from Kansas,
over 45 New Hampshire law enforcement
agencies have been involved in the Torch
Run.
The torch is carried by officers though
the state until it reaches Cowell Stadium at
UNH. Then the officers give the torch to a
Special Olympian, who uses it to light the
Olympic Torch at the state Summer Special
Olympic Garnes.
The Durham Police Department raises

Durham Police receive Appreciation Award for their support or the 1991 Law Enforcement Torch Run to benefit New Hampshire
Special Olympics (courtesy photo).
the money through programs like Adopt-ACop, donations from area businesses, citizen
sponsors, and contributions from UNH's
Greek System, which totalled almost $600 in
1991.

McGann does as much as he can to raise
money for the Special Olympics so any person with a handicap over the age of eight can
participate. The money goes to expenses
such as travel and equipment.
"Those of us who are healthy find something to complain about everyday," McGann

said. "Yet here are all of these Special Olympians, and I have never heard one complaint
in eight years."
Prior to the Torch Run, the Durham officers assisted the Summer Special Olympic
Games by directing traffic and security, according to Gowan, also the committee chairman of the law enforcement Torch Run.
"There are a lot of agencies that are
worthwhile where you know the money is
going to good, but it's not a good you can
see," McGann said. "When you get involved

with these athletes, it's a really good feeling.
They want to shake your hand, they want to
hug you, they appreciate what we do."
"When you go to the games and see the
joy on their faces and on their parents' faces,
it's something else," Gowan said~
As for the Durham Police Department's
recent recognition, McGann shrugs his
shoulders. ''This isn't like, 'look what I've
done,"' he said." It's 'look what we have all
done."'

Black student to leave 'white campus'
By Tammy West
TNH Staff'
Daxx McClendon came to
UNH last semester thinking that it
would be atypical small,quietcampus situation.
Now the UNH freshman says
he is "counting the hours" before he
leaves UNH for the University of
Texas at Austin.
"Racism is the main reason I'm
leaving," he says ...Freshmen here
are easily influenced by upperclassmen and I believe that's the
way it's going to be."
McQendon, a black freshman,
claims 13 members of Alpha Tau
Omega ganged up and harassed him
both physically and verbally during
this semester. He says they made
several slurs relating to his color,
lewd suggestions concerning his
sexual orientation and threw tennis
balls at him.
However, Aro President Alex
Shore denies the allegations.
"lean 'tseeanyone in my house
making racial comments. We have
a black brotl\er and a black pledge.
I haven't heard any of this, and

typically, I would be notified," Shore
says.
According to UNH Police
Chief Roger Beaudoin, McClendon
has filed some allegations that are
compatible with racial incidents.
However, most of the report is
confidential and no one has been
formally charged. Beaudoin says
the incident was resolved by use of
"infonnal methods."
"I guess when people have a
joke. they want to carry it on and
make it funnier," McClendon says.
"but it isn't funny to us 'walking
targets."'
According to Chris BumsDiBiasio, director of Affinnative
Action, approximately 240 students
of color are on campus, though not

all are readily identifiable.
Burns-DiBiasio says that there
are different types of racism, ranging from "racial comments to racial
behaviors."
"It's very difficult to be a student of color on a predominantly
white campus," she says. "It's also
wrong to say racism is not here,
because it is. Now these students
are beginning to talk about it"
McClendon agrees. "This is a
very, very white campus. I can t
help to think they're not intelligent
so they have to make jokes."
"Think about what you say
before you say it," McClendon says.
"Think about the consequences. I'm
proof you don't know who you're
hurting."
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Senate looks back at past year
By Todd Tukey

TNH Staff
The student senate will get a
face lift as the turnover for the
newly-elected senate comes into
effect today. Over the past year. the
senate 11$ put down a lot of ground
work for the new group of senators
taking office.
First Semester
The year began with the senate
putting pressure on the MUB Board
of Governors to set new by-laws for
getting positions for senators or students on the board, according to
Malinda Lawrence, former student
body president
"In the past years, the new
members were selected by the previous MUB board members," she
said. "We changed that so those
positions are now determined by an
election (of the student body)."
The senate began working on
improving course schedules early
on in the school year. Senator Becky
Hessler said the group has been
active in trying to spread out classes
during the day.
''There has already been some
improvement for scheduling for the
fall," Hessler said.
According to Lawrence, if everyone involved cooperates, more
classes will be scheduled in the afternoon.
Another issue senate tackled
during the first semester was problems with the commencement According to Parliamentarian J.P.
Kachaluba, the senate suggested
having individual ceremonies bro-

ken down by schools and colleges
or majors in addition to the large
ceremony.
"We've received letters and
reports from parents that graduation is too impersonal so we are
trying to change it." he said.
According to Kachaluba, the
changes with graduation are likely
to take place next spring.
The first semester wound down
with the senate rejecting the recreational sports facility. Since only
halfof the students voted they would
want to pay a fee for the facility,
senate turned the bill down, said
Andre.a Chechile. executive officer
of the senate.
According to Chechile, the fact
that the senate rejected the facility
is "indicative of the student senate• s
job of representing the students."
Second Semester
The spring semester began with
senate rejecting the student services
fee and the health services budget.
According to Lawrence, the
student services fee failed because
it didn't pay for anything specific.
She pointed out that the money runs
into the same fund as the tuition.
''There is no way to track the
money, so we thought that it should
just go in with the tuition," she said.
She continued to say that the
Board of Trustees agreed to eliminate the fee if the senate decision
remains consistent next year.
The senate failed the Health
Services budget, not because it was
unreasonable. but to let the Board
ofTrusteesknow the facility needed
to be evaluated, said Senator Marie

"We failed it because the family planning and gynecological services are suffering. It was a statement of our (the senate's) dissatisfaction," Garland added.
Senate wound down the semester by suspending by-laws to
allow the Campus Activity Board
(CAB) and the Diversity Support
Coalition (DSC) to submit budgets
to the Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC) in March after the initial
November deadline, according to
Lawrence.
"Senate, for the first time ever,
threw out the entire process and
allowed these two groups to get a
budget in March," she said.
According to Senator Bob
Randall, suspending the by-laws
was one of the most important decisions that senate made over the year,
because the senate helped in getting
budgets for CAB and DSC.
Lawrence, on the other hand,
felt the possibility of groups wanting to suspend by-laws in the future
could cause problems.
"I think this was the most unwise decision senate has made in
several years," she said.
However, Lawrence explained
that the plans and conversations the
senate had this year should serve as
actions for the future.
"Hopefully, the senate will be
able to expand on our ideas about
the MUB, services, environmental
issues, and fees," she said.
Accordin~toChechile...We've
lain a lot of ground work for Taylor
(Horowitz) and Gavin (Behrman)
to just take and run with it"

Student Body President Malinda Lawrence will be turning over
the reins to Taylor Horowitz (Tim Broadrick/fNH Staff photo).

Garland.

Alumni awards

No sneaky snacks in library
Rein/orced food policy working well
By Anne Marie Pilvenis
TNH Staff

Cbr~ten Benson, a freshman Art History major from Ridgefield,
CT., was the lucky winner ofa year's worth of in-state tuition. She
is pictured receiving the check from Polly Daniels, director or
Alumni Affairs (Becky KidderffNH Staff photo).

Beware of the food police!
That's what students munching away in Dimond Library must
think as Kevin Kennedy makes his
rounds.
Kennedy, a library monitor, was
one of two monitors hired in January to reinforce the no drinking or
eating policy in the library.
The reinforcement, Kennedy
says, is working very well.
"I usually speak to four or five
people in a four-hour shift," he said.
But one night Kennedy asked
51 people to throw away their drinks,
he said.
Kennedy said he thinks the students are a bit spoiled.
"Some students seem to think
it's a constitutional right to use the
library as a cafeteria," Kennedy said.
"Some students say the policy is
stupid,and others get more graphic."
According to Kennedy, many
of these re.actions are written on the
signs left on the tables and posted
throughout the library and in study
carrels. One example of a note left
by an upset student. "Library eaters
revolt. Fight for your right to

30 hours of monitoring per week,
munch!"
"I'vegonenalotofdirtylooks, usually between Sunday night and
but no one has ever stormed out (of Thursday afternoon.
"We don't have any problems
the library) on me," Kennedy said.
The policy was enforced this with the students finishing the soda
semester to prevent library materi- · when we ask them to get rid of it,"
als from getting ruined, reduce the Kennedy said.
But he won't hesitate to empty
amount of trash and to reduce the
number of accidental spills, ac- a full container.
"What I have seen is not necescording to Sharon Britton, the assistantuniversity librarian forpublic sarily an end to the damage, but I
see fewer people eating and drinkservices.
Some students find it hard to ing when I walk through the stacks,"
follow these newly enforced rules. Britton said.
Britton is the chair of the food
Wendy Roosevelt, a senior at
UNH whose soda was thrown away and drink committee, a group of
by a library monitor said, "I was three faculty and three staff memangry about my soda being taken bers, that meets regularly to discuss
the progress and brainstorm new
away, but I did expect it."
Roosevelt said she dido 't think ideas.
"Our main function is to entwice about bringing a soda to the
a policy that has always been
force
library or hiding her drink because
It·s in the student handbook,"
there.
she has been here for four years and
they never did anything about this Britton said.
"Without the student monitors,
rule before.
Kennedy said that it is his job people were just bringing food into
the library," Britton said.
to remind people of the rules.
This made the library look like
"I try not to see the students as
enemies. I try not to be antagonistic, a "garbage dwnp," Kennedy said.
The library will continue to
and I always try to be polite;· he
enforce the food and drink policy,
said.
Kennedy said he and Nelson said Britton. "It is simply to preMoore, another monitor, do about serveourmaterialsandourfumiture
that need to be here in the future."
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Violence takes to the
streets after L.A.P.D.
acquittal
On Wednesday, four white Los Angeles police officers who were videotaped
beating the black motorist Rodney King
wereacquittedofallbutoneassaultcharge.
The 81-second amateur videotape of the
March 3, 1991 beatingshowedKingbeing
struck 56 times with a baton, but the jury,
after a three-month trial and seven days of
deliberation, came to the verdict that there
was no excessive police brutality in the
case. Within hours after the verdict was
announced, the streets of South Central
Los Angeles erupted into chaos as angry
blacks rioted and dragged white motorists
from their cars and beat them.

Talks about independence for Northern
Ireland resume
Talks aimed at restoring self-government in Northern Ireland resumed in
Belfast on Wednesday, nine months after
Great Britain abandoned the negotiations
among Protestant and Roman Catholic
leaders. The earlier round of talks-the
first since 1976-was suspended in July
after two months were spent battling over
procedural issues. As the talks opened at
Stormont Castle, masked gwimen killed
a Catholic man in another part of the city.
He was the 40th victim of sectarian violence this year. Great Britain wants to
restore some form of self-government to
Northern Ireland, which has been under
British rule since 1972.

Germany at a standsti,ll as metalworkers
join OTV strike
Gennan metalworkers-130,000 of
them- temporarily put down their tools
Wednesday.joining 100,000 members of
the OTV, Germany's union of public services, who have been striking since last
week. Both groups are unhappy with the
wages they have been receiving and want
an approximate 10 percent increase in
pay. Garbage collection, postal service
and mass transit were brought to a standstill by the OTV strikeand public health
centers are becoming effected as doctors
and nurses walk out. A spokesman for the
OTV said that if the raise is not put into
effect soon, Frankfurt's airport will be
closed down next week.

Cease-fire brings
European
community into
Yugoslav republics
Heavy ethnic fighting is continuing in
the former Yugoslav republics of Bosnia

and Herzegovina despite a cease-fire
agreement brought about by Western pressure earlier last week. Both the Serbian and
Croatian leaders had agreed to let the European community settle their differmces,
but there were at least five major battles
between the two groups on Wednesday.
Yugoslavia is under Serbian rule, though
the Croatians are in the majority in a large
section of the country.

Compiled by Arthur Linke from
newspaper reports.
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Fun and game s unite Gree ks
Phi Kappa Theta and Kappa Delta sweep awards
By Karin Kosterlitz
TNHStaff
As Greek Week comes to a close, many
Greeks are reminiscing about their accomplishments.
During the week of April 27 - May 1,
numerous activities sponsored by Greek houses
have spurred on the fun that is the spirit of
Greek Week, as well as fulfilling the purpose of
unifying the system.
'This week really helps Greek relations
between the houses," said Ann Lockhart, a Chi
Omega junior and president of the sorority
council.
Tuesday, April 28 was Letter Day, when
all Greeks donned a T-shin, hat, sweatshirt or
anything else that portrayed the Greek letters of
their house.
Tuesday night featured the Greek Family
Feud, sponsored by the Alpha Phi sorority.
Wednesday night was a night of celebration for the Greeks. It was their All-Greek
Awards and Recognition Banquet It was a
program to salute the leading chapters and
individuals of Greek life at the university.
Dominating the awards ceremony, Phi
Kappa Theta and Kappa Delta both received
"Chapter House of the Year" plaq~ from
President Dale Ni~hke. Phi Kappa Theta
won l0of 14 awards for fraternities and Kappa
Delta won five of 14 sorority awards.
Special awards were given for the "Outstanding Greek Men" and "Outstanding Greek
Women." Award winners are: Shawn Abbott,
Phi Kappa Theta; Olarlie Mitchell, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Laura Stiles, Alpha Chi Omega; and
Ashley Ainsworth, Alpha Xi Delta.
Saturday is the all-day Greek picnic, excl~ively for Greeks. It will be held either on
Madbury Rood, blocked off by the Durllam

Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Phi Epsilon battle it out in the Greek Family Feud
as Jeff Mullen, of Phi Kappa Theta, plays host (Ted Striphas/fNH Staff photo).
Police Department, or on the front lawn of the
Sigma Beta fraternity house.
"It is great because it shows Greek wiity,"
said Aaron D'Elia,a Lambda Chi Alpha junior.
The weekend will be filled with parties for
Greeks. It will be a time for them to mingle and
develop an increased sense of unity on campus.
Stickers have been given out to the Greeks
with the name of their house on the sticker.
Lockhart added that the problem Greeks have
been having in previom years with non-Greek
women wearing friends' letter sweatshirts in
order to get into Greek-only parties, has been

eliminated.
"(Greek Week) is a good way to help unify
the Greek system a little more," said Bob
Velcheck, a Lambda Chi Alpha sophomore.
Gabrielle Foote, an Alpha Phi sophomore,
believes Greek Week is a good idea because,
apart from raids, Greeks don't do much together.
"Greek Week is a time at the end of the
year when we all get together," Foote said. "It
also might make non-Greeks think about going
Greek.,,

Senate to revamp election process
ticket included:
• one report of personal harassment of an
TNHStaff
election coordinator,
• one report of defacing Fischler/
If there are discrepancies in next year's
Broadmeadow fliers, and,
election results, it won ,t be because of the • one report of distributing campaign leaflets
voting~at a voting station.
Accordingtostudentsenators, the changes
Problems with the VideoTex computers,
will include the addition of traditional voting which were used to prevent anyone from votbooths, better communication between candi- ing more than once. The computers tallied 410
dates and the election committee and a re- fewer votes than the 3,250 in the ballot boxes
wording of the senate constitution to clarify for the first election.
election rules and resporwbilities.
Lawing said she felt the election commit"IammtgoingtoWcfehSOO}e(ffgothroogh tee was not at fault because of the senate's hazy
what I had to go through," said Taylor Hcmwitz, rules and poorly-written constitution. However,
the newly-elected~ body president
she said, candidates could have handled
This year's election was marred by con- themselves better by asking more questions
ttoversy and what a lot of people say was and behaving with more honor.
wifaimess to the candidates and the election
"Student leaders should rise above a
committee, according to Anne Lawing, direc- nebulous situation," Lawing said. "Behavior
tor of student activities.
was in question."
Election violations, computer malfuncWhat was supposed to be one week of
tions, inexperience and other problems con- hard worlc turned into three for the senate and
tributed to what many have termed a "messy" the candidales, occording to Senate Speaker
campaign year at UNH.
J.P. Kachaluba. He said there has never before
Violations against the Fischler been soch negative and unorganized camBroadmeadow ticket included:
paigning.
• one report of personal ~ment of an
Brian Taillon, a student senator and elecelection coordinator,
tion committee member, attributed the confu• four reports of using the senate for cam- sion to the fact that so many of this year's
paigning purposes.
election committee was young and unfamiliar
• two repons of campaign paraphernalia at with the VideoTex computers that were used
voting stations, and
for voting.
• one report of inappropriate advertising in the
"Naturally, there were problems with
residence halls.
VideoTex," Taillon said. ''We dealt with situaViolations against the Horowitz/Behrman tions as we encountered them." He said he

By Catherine Fahy

hopes veterans will be on next year's election
committee.
Kachaluba said the senators should have
paid more attention to training. He said he
would like to see voting booths used in each
dining hall and in the MUB.
Voting booths eliminate tallying, stuffing
ballot boxes and misinterpreting slips of paper,
Kachaluba said. "It would be so efficient"
Horowitz said that he would be in favorof
the voting booths. He also said he does not
think the winning ticket should have to receive
50 percent of the votes. If a ticket wins a
majority of the votes, they should win, he said.
Lawing does not agree with Horowitz's
"winner-take-all,, proposal. "To me, a student
leader needs a credible mandate. Fifty percent
is a credible mandate, and can give them influence."
Junior Chae Chung is one of many students who didn't vote this year. He said he did
not vote because he didn't think past presidents
have affected him. "I have no idea what the
benefits are," Chung said.
Sophomore Kelly Moores, who did vote,
said "it might help if students were notified
throughout the year of what the senate is doing
for them."
Senate B~iness Manager Mark Newhall
stressed that communication is needed between the tickets in the election, as well as
between the candidates and the election committee.
Newhall said the e<mtant infracticm surrot.mding this year's election were tiresoole. The
senate should ''try to instate ~ " he said.
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$16M dollar addition may be in library's future
tween 70,000- 80,000 ~uare feet, according
to York.
"We're pleased with the committee receiving the proposal with enthusiasm," York
A senate library committee (SLC) pro- said. "Obviously, if you're asking to increase
posal to increase the budget and build a $ I6 the budget by millions (of dollars), that's
million addition was "received with enthusi- going to be difficult."
asm" by the academic senate committee
According to York, the budget and
(ASC) Monday night, according to Chair- planning committee will address the report in
person Paul Verrette.
the fall.
The proposal asks for the an increase of
"The needs of the library are great and
the library budget from two to six percent of it's essential to what the people need" for
the school's education and general budget
research and other work, UNH President
Nitzschke said. Although the library has had
"For a university to be a good institution, money reallocated to it in the past, "funds are
it can't just meet the standards. It has to go limited," he said.
further than the standards," SLC ChairperYork explained that the SLC submitted
its proposal, stating "it is imperative for the
son
University to address concerns which the
Frank Mccann said.
If the budget were to be increased to six New England Association of Schools and
percent, the SLC would have to set aside $7 Colleges (NEASC) raised in I 983, I988, and
million specifically for its proposed recom- 1990."
mendations, according to Michael York, exYen: said the NEASC's latest standards
officio member of the SLC.
~ such ~ues as the use of~. access,
This was a major concern for the SLC collectiom, and staff.
because there are requests for money from
Larkin said that although the budget
many departments on campus, York said.
committee will look at this proposal, he feels
Improving library standards may be it "will not find acceptance."
necessary to keep the school in good standing
An important issue McCann said was not
nationally, said SLC member Edward Larkin. "emphasized" by the SLC at the meeting was
"The University is undergoing a process that "our library is our common ground, where
of accreditation in 1993 since the last time, I0 we all come together."
years ago," Ladcin said "This is an important
Nitzschke said, "The proposal represents
factor."
a continuing effort" to meet the needs of
The SLC also proposed building an ex- UNH and the people who use the library.
pansion, with an estimated cost of $16 mil"One of the problems with the library is
lion, on the side of the library facing Hamilton that we all take it for granted," McCann said.
Smith Hall.
"We want people to know the library is
The library is currently 160,00 square the heart of the University," Larkin said.
feet The proposed addition would add beBy Christine DeRosa
TNH Staff

TIME IS RUNNING OUT
YOU SNOOZE, YOU LOSE
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE
DON'T WAIT ANOTHER MINUTE

Political science profesmr Robert Cr~g makes a point during Monday night's
academic senate meeting (Matthew Becker/ TNH Staff photo).

Women & Empowerment
Finding sources of strength
within and without
Former Pistachios,MUB
Thursday, May 7, 7 :00 p.lll.

THE FAT LADY IS JUST ABOUT TO SING

-

LASSE
STARTING
· MAY 2
MAY 5
MAY 6

NOW
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

5
6
9
12

Both women and men are
encouraged to attend. For times and
more information, call 862-1191, or
stop by Room 108 in the MUB.

13

5
6
9
12

MAY 13
All test preparation classes start on the above dates and take place two
times a week for five weeks. This means that you wlll finish your classes
lust before the JUNE exam!

THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP
436-3411
Cs/I for a free dia nostic test

Women I s Issues Resource Center
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How does the ruling on Rod ney Kin g
affe ct you r views of racism in the U.S.?
John Brown
Mech. Engineering
Sophomore

"I realize there is no such thing as parity. The justice system
does not work. The outcome outrages me, but what can you
do? Let's start a revolution."

Mike McNeilly
English
Senior

"Yes, I think we just took a big step backward. It made me
kind of ashamed to be a white American."

Alice Fogel
English instructm-

"It doesn't affect my opinion. It strengthens it because it's a
disaster."

Ursula Robinson
Psychology
Junior

"It doesn't surprise me dial this happened. It's absolutely
ludicrous, absurd and obscene that the justice system does not
work."

Kate Amara
English
Sophomore

"I'm incensed; I'm so angry."

Vuth Pich
Liberal Arts
Junior

"What happened to him is a shame. The law did not abide by
the rules. If it weren't on film, the cops probably would have

gotten away with it and this will probably continue."

2000 ARMY NATIONAL GUARD TROOPS MOBILIZED

NTHE~POT

Lisa Couture
Outdoor Ed.
Junior

"If I were there I'd be burning down buildings, too."

Karla Ringdahl
Nutrition
Junior

"It really makes you wonder about the COIBltry. It makes me
wonder what this country is coming to when such a thing can
happen, and all people talk about is how it will affect Bush's
campaign in Califomia."

Caroline Gauthier
Business Admin.
Junior

"I think that what the cops did was unfair. They beat him
because he was black. Racial discrimination isn't getting
better, it's getting worse. Cops are abusing the power they
were given."
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Freshman tours with a personal touch
missions representatives incorpq-

By Katelyn Randall
TNH Staff
Admissions representative
Kristin Ryder tucks locks of chinlength shiny brown hair behind her
ears as she ~- She has bright
brown eyes that crinkle up when
she smiles, which is often. When
she asks you a question, you know
she •s really going to listen to the
answer.
Ryder is one of 40 UNH volunteer student admission representatives, who are responsible for giving tours of the campus to prospective students and their parents. Last
year 10,000peopletoured the campus.
In addition to tours, admission
representatives interview UNH applicants, write-up the interviews and
participate in panel discussions
where 100-200 high school students
ask questions about UNH.
"I like meeting new people and
showing them UNHandgivingthem
my personal opinions about UNH. I
just love this job," Ryder says.
Ryder is qualified to give these
UNH tours since she has been involved on campus. She is a senior
English major, works at the MUB
as the student personnel coordinator, has played intramural hockey
and rugby and worlced with Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention
Program (SHARPP).
The process for choosing ad-

rates applications, personal recom-

mendations, transcripts and interviews. A minimum 2.0 GPA is
required. ..They are really concerned with students being able to
keep up with academics," says
Ryder.
It's a volunteerposition, which
means no money, according to
Kathy Kollen, assistant director of
admissions and overseer of oncampus programming through the
studentrepresentative program. She
is surprised by the total of75 applicants this year because she knows
students need to work and make
money.
During the first three weeks of
September, new admission representatives go through a 16-hour
training program, which teaches
them the facts about UNH and how
to be personable when conducting
the tours, Kollen says.
"I think they feel the training
prepares them pretty well. They are
still nervous, but we encourage them
to say they don 'tknow if they don't,"
says Kollen.
"We like to get as broad and
diverse a group as possible. We
look at geography-where they are
from, involvement on campus, personal experiences and majors," says
Kullen.
Janabeth Benjamin, a junior
from Salem, NH, is also an admission representative. She is majoring in linguistics and minoring in

Last year, admmions representatives gave tours to 10,0 parents and prospective students (Te
Striphas/ TNH Staff photo).
business.
ball and ask me something I don't sweet and very concerned."
Last year she was the vice know."
Ryder says honesty is imporpresident of Christensen Hall. She
She tries to share her personal tant because, "you want the people
has done opening crew for fresh- experiences on the tours to make who come to UNH to be happy
men and works with students from them more relaxed because "then it's here, and if you aren't honest, they
Japan. This summer she will be one like a personal friend giving a tour." can 'tgraspwhat UNH is really like."
of three social directors for English
She found it difficult to explain
Many parents are concerned
as a second language students from why some majors don't get their about safety, says Ryder "It's a big
Quebec and Japan.
courses and "had to delicately ex- deal for parents and children. It's
Benjamin says she enjoys the plain the budget cuts. That's the scary for them. They've had them
job, which takes up about five hours most challenging. We have a great at home all their lives and now
a week, and finds it, "Kind of like school here, even though we have they're not going to be there to
selling the University.'' She likes budget cuts."
protect them once they go off to
being able to answer questions.
Benjamin finds the most con- college."
According to Benjamin, she cerned parents to be those sending
Kollen says the students are
used index cards at first on the tours, off their college-bound child. "There the most important part of the ofbut now, "I pretty much wing it. would be rookie parents in fresh- fice. "They do tons. We ask them
Sometimes they ' ll throw a curve men orientation. They are very and it seems like they enjoy it."

Citizen Kane
is it the finest film of all time?
Find out yourself...
~ .. Sunday, May 3, at 7 and 9:30p.m~
in the Strafford Rm. MUB
$1 undergraduates
$2 others

---------

_.;...;.......;__

No escape at
doughnut shop for
Concord stabbing
suspects
Two suspects in the Concord
stabbing of Annette and Dennis
Hamey were arrested on Wednesday
in Wolfeboro. Donald Breton. 28.
and Charles Johnson. 32, were involved in a scuffle at a doughnut
shop that led to their arrest. Only
Breton was fonnally charged in the
attack. Johnson is being held as a
suspect in the case in lieu of $5,000
bail. Breton was charged with attempted murder, three counts of first
degree assault, two counts of armed
robbery and one count of burglary.

Hospital may reopen at Pease
The House voted yesterday to
possibly revive the fonner Pease Air
Force Base hospital. In a 235-85 decision, the House chose to allow the
state Health Planning and Review
Board to look into the health-care
needs of the area. In 60 days, the
Board will decide whether or not
there is a need for the hospital. H
there is a need, the Pease DevelopmentAuthority will open up bidding
for the facility.

____ ____ ____ ____ ___
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Professors reach out to Russian schools
she was in charge of sending students froin
UNH to Russia and hiring Russian teachers
for the program. It was during this time she
made her contacts.
Bronstein, who works with Fleszar in
UNH professors may be shaping the face the Russian department, is also involved in
of a new Russia. Five professors have the the program.
She is collecting materials from area
unique opportunity to help create new schools
schools, including videotaping first grade
in Russia.
Three of the schools, in St. Petersburg, classes at Strafford Elementary, to help dewill teach kindergarten through twelfth grade. velop the new school's cirriculum.
"Aleksandra and I will be going over at
The schools will be bilingual, starting
kindergarden age children right off with the end of May to work: together with the
teachers" to develop the cirriculum, said
Russian and English.
Teaching English during grade school is Bronstein.
"I just hope we've got enough to get
new to Russia so cirriculum must be specially
developed and approved by the Board of them started," she said. "That's our goal."
After being contacted by Fleszar, profesEducation, Chairperson of the Russian desor of education Don Graves volunteered his
partmen~ Aleksandra Fleszar..
The school will be made up of Russian efforts to help the new school.
He is designing an instrument that will
students and teachers but the teachers will be
taught new and innovative styles of teaching. be used to to try to discover potential in the
according to Arna Bronstein, associate pro- applicants to the schools.
This instrument, called "Guidelines for
fessor of German and Russian, who will be
helping to develop cirriculum for the new Interpreting the Potential of a Child," will
examine how children relate to books, how
school.
Fleszar will be working translating cir- they explore situations, how they can explain
their drawings and how they ask questions.
riculum for the new school.
"We're looking at minds at work, their
She was also asked to join the Board of
Education in St. Petersburg Russia. She is the potential for thinking," said Graves.
He said part of the problem creating the
only United States citizen now serving on
that board. She is not a full time board mem- instrument is crossing cultural boundaries.
ber yet because onemustlive in St Petersburg. The test is looking for initiative in children,
Fleszar worked as a professor at the but the word 'initiative' doesn't exist in the
University of Leningrad(now St. Petersburg) Russian language.
"By helping others. we're helping ourin 1985-6. She was also the head of a student
exchange program called the American Stu- selves," said Graves.
Graves said he is excited about this new
dent Program. As the head of the program,

By Kate Carey
TNH Staff

system and hopes it can be perfected and used
in the U.S. as well. He is retiring after this
semester and plans to devote his time to this
project.
Also involved in the project are UNH
education professors Vrrginia Garland and
Todd DeMitchell, and Mark Birdsall, a
teacher at the Waldorf school in Wilton.
Plans are for the schools to open this fall
to kindergardeners. However there are many
problems to overcome first
"The crux of the problem is re-training
Russian teachers," said Fleszar. She said they
hope to set up seminars and workshops for the
Russian teachers. She also said she knows
many American teachers who are interested
in going over to teach for a year or a semester.
In the old system, students would go to the
equivalent of tenth grade and then they would
choose an area of study and the rest of their
education would be very narrow, preparing
them only for their chosen area of employment, Fles7.ar said.
Fleszar said she hopes these schools will
be able to offer more of a broad based education, so the graduates will be able to competitively apply for colleges around the world.
She said these new schools will prepare
them better for more experiences and the new
world their country has to face. The curriculum will include practical application of
computer skills and more Humanity and
Liberal Arts courses, according to Fleszar.
There is also a two year tec~nical school
being planned and a prep school with a liberal
arts blend curriculum. These schools would
also be located in St Petersburg. However it
will be at least another year before these
schools open, according to Fleszar.

The best is yet to come

Five youths to be
charged with
Rochester arsons
Rochester police are expected
to charge at least five juveniles with
unrelated charges of arson. There
have been 11 fires in the city over the
past few weeks. Police and fire officials have made intensive investigations of the blazes; seven have been
labeled as being suspicious. The
largest of these fires destroyed the
historic McDuffee block and took
125 fire fighters from 12 surrounding towns to control. The names of
the suspects have not been released
because of their ages.

New Hampshire
enters fast lane
The engines will roar this
weekend at New Hampshire International Speedway in Loudon, revving up a season track officials hope
will send more than $20 million into
the Lakes Region economy. The track
hopes to attract at least 165,000 fans
for four major race weekends this
summer.

Compiled by Arthur Linke rrom
newspaper reports.

Saturday night at the New England Center, the Army and Air Force R.O.T.C. held their annual Spring Military Ball to honor
graduating seniors. The theme of the dance was "The Best is Yet to Come," which represents hope and the future. It symbolizes
the dreams or all cadets to begin their careers adn become officers and lead distinguished careers. The event is one that cadets
look forward to throughout their R.O.T.C. years as a symbol of the end ofR.O.T.C. and the beginning of a professional military
career. Air Force Cadet Colonial David Scott said "It was sad to realizing that it was the end or our R.O.T.C. careers. Now we
have to move on to the real world." (courtesy photo)
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UNH professor publishes book on environment
,Warns of problems to come if we don't ch~nge our ways soon
By Pam Briggs
TNH Staff
Many solutions being offered
for environmental problems are not
working, according to a UNH professor.
He equates the effectiveness of
some of today's solutions to a cancer
pttient taking pain killers because it
worlcs "better for the short tenn, but it
won't solve the problem."
Dennis L. Meadows, director
of the Institute for Policy and Social
Science research at UNH and a
professor of systems managemen~
co-authored the recently published
book "Beyond the Limits."
"Beyond the Limits" describes
environmental problems, gives
possible solutions and explains the
consequences of what may happen
if we do not change our treatment of
the environment soon, Meadows
said.
His book was introduced April
13 at a four-hour symposium in
Washington, D.C.,co-hosted by the
Smithsonian Institute and the
Woodrow Wilson Center.
"Beyond the Limits" was
written for an audience of environmentally-aware people and some
public policy people, according to
Meadows. He also hopes that the
book will be widely used as a text
book.
Internationally known for de-

signing challenging adult educational games, Meadows has also ·
been a consultant for the United
Nationsand the Italian government.
Meadows received a bachelor
of arts in chemistry from Carlton
CollegeandaPh.D.inmanagement
from MIT. He originally became
interested in the environment after
graduating from MIT, where he
completed his doctoral work on
computer models.
Use of the world's resources
has grown beyond its means and
unless the world changes its treatment of the environment, a collapse in the ecosystem, economy
and population will occur in about
20 years, according to Meadows.
The book outlines steps people
can talce to take better care of the
environment, such as minimizing
the use of nonrenewable resources
such as fossil fuels, harvesting renewable resources such as forests at
the rate they can regenerate themselves, using resources with maximum efficiency, and controlling the
continued growth of the world's
population.
Change needs to come from
students because the limits will be
reached during their lifetime,
Meadows said. It is the students
here now who "will be around when
we find out how it all turns out," he
said.
Meadows was not interested
in the project at first because of his

busy schedule, but after attending a
conference on climate change last
July, he changed his mind .
"It became clear [at the conference] that they were trying to solve
the problem of climate change with
the same theories, attitudes and rules
that caused the problem in the first
place," Meadows said.
Jorgen Randers, policy analyst
and president emeritus of the Norwegian School of Management, and
Donella H. Meadows. a journalist
and adjunct professor of environmental studies at Dartmouth College, worked with Meadows on the
book.
The three also worked together
on a 1972 book titled "The Limits to
Growth," which analyzed conclusions based on a global computer
model. That book said that ifpresent
growth rates remain unchanged, the
world will reach its natural limits
within the next 100 years.
''The Limits to Growth" sold 9
million copies in about 30 languages, Meadows said. Following
the publication of the first book,
many people requested a second
booktofurthertriggerthoughtabout
the environment, he said.
"Beyond the Limits" is to be
published in l Ocountries.
"The U.S. is a severe retardant
in the world's effort to control climate change," Meadows said. There
is a ..systematic effort to ignore
these issues," he added.

Profeaor Dennk Meadows k the co-author of ''Beyond the Limits"
(Courtesy photo).

CAB WOULD LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU TO :
IRO
MUSO
Panhellenic Council
Williamson Hall
Office of Student Activities
Office of Student Affairs
Facilities Services
UNH Police
Residential Programs
ATO
Kappa Sigma
Alexander Hall
Hunter Hall
Ruth Ableman

Anne Lawing
PFO
Betsy Parente
Jeff Peasley
All Resident Assistants
Carnival People
Carol Tuttle
Stan Copeland
Little Caesars
Tricia Connery
APO
Grounds and Roads
Dan DiBiasio
Office of Health Education

FOR HELPING OUT WITH SPRING WEEKEND
THANKSII
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__
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Police busy at Marle y concer t
By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff'

An overly-rowdy crowd almost
ended Sunday's Ziggy Marley and
the Melody Makers concert before
it started.
Sunday's show was one of the
largest indoor concerts in UNH
history, according to Deputy Fire
Chief Mike Hoffman. However,
organizers say it came within two
minutes of being cancelled because
the crowd was getting out of hand.

Jeffrey W. Garretson, 23, of 669
Franklin St., Duxbury, Mass., was
arrested by Durham Police on April
11 and charged with drunk driving.
Garretson is scheduled to appear in
court May 12.
A mountain bike rim and tire valued
at $80 was reported stolen from
Hubbard Hall April 20. University
Police are investigating.

"There was just too much disorderly conduct," said Paul Rand,
security director of the Student
Committee on Popular Entertainment (SCOPE). "I would say it was
the most problematic [concert]
we've had in quite awhile."
University Police made several arrests at the show, according
to Police Chief Roger Beaudoin.
He said most of the arrests were
related to alcohol and added that a
number of dn,lg arrests were also
made.
Police were unable to release

Park, Durham, was arrested by
University Police on April 22 and
charged with drunk driving.
Patterson is scheduled to appear in
court May 12.
Holly M. Spreen. 19, of
Williamson Hall, was arrested by
Durham Police on April 24 and
charged with willful concealment.
Spreen is scheduled to appear in
court May 12.

A wallet and its contents, with a
combinedvalueof$45, wasreported
stolen from Christensen Hall April
22. University Police are investigating.

Corey L. Panunzio, 19, of Stoke
Hall, was arrested by Durham Police on April 26 and charged with
indecent exposure. Panunzio is
scheduled to appear in court May
Dennis J. Patterson, 24, of 191 Forest 12.

the number of arrests made at the
show.
"People showed up under the
influenceandthafswhentheystarted
pushing and shoving," Rand said.
Hoffman said about 5,000
people crowded into Snively Arena
to see the show, which was originally supposed to be held outside
but was moved inside because of
cold weather.
The Durham Fire Department
kept track of the number of people
who were let into Snively Arena
and periodically had to turn people
away, he said.
The decision to move the show
indoors caused some problems,
Rand said. Because the show was
supposed to be outdoors, no barricade was put up in front of the stage,
he said. Scope members had to form
a "human barricade," he said.
Rand said several incidents of
pushing, shoving and stage-diving
occurred. "These were caused by
people drunk or stoned or out of
control," he said.
Beaudoin said he was worried
that people could have been hurt if
they were pushed against the stage.
Organizers were also concerned
people may have been kicked in the
head by the stage-divers. Rand said.
Beauooinsaidtwo~lereceived
minor leg injuries during the show.
Both Beaudoin and Rand said
smoking, which isn't allowed in
Snively Arena, was a problem.
Beaudoin said fans had to be turned

YAGOTTAWANNA!!

David Landry enjoys ice cream at the UNH Dairy Bar (Becky
Kidder/ TNH Staff photo).

on in the building to clear away the
smoke.
SCOPE Director Steve
Eisenhaure said many non-students
who did not know the UNH'sregulations came to the show because it
was free.

Despite the problems, the show
was a success, Rand said. "Overall, I wouldn't say it was a negative
show,"hesaid. "Itwasagoodshow."
Beaudoin commended SCOPE
on the way it handled the problems
that occurred during the show.

LATE NIGHT AT UNH
Last One of the Year!
TONIGH T front 11-2 a.nt.

Featuring DJs of Natural Sounds
.~.____
---~zvtv-i
,
CJ

Admission:
$1 for students
$2 for non-students

Come celebrate with a funny, f olky,
Ji[e-affirmin g a cape 1a trio!!
Presented by the Campus Gay Lesbian
Bisexual Alliance

May 7, 7p.in.
PCACA2 18
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Sponsored by:
Campus Activities Board, Office of Health
Education and Student Activities
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Are you
interested in

DIVERSITY?
Student Life Council Chairperson
Students for the University Council Chairperson
Health and Human Services Council Chairperson
Judicial Affairs Council Chairperson
Academic Affairs Council Chairperson

Are you able to work with all
sorts of people?
The Diversity Support Coalition
has an opening for a

Commuter and Greek Affairs Council Chairperson
University Relations Officer
Residential Programs & Housing Council
Chairperson

For information regarding any of these positions,
please contact Andrea Cflech1le, Student Senate,
862-1494 or stop by the Student Senate office,

Rm. 130,MUB.
Deadline: Friday, May 1, 1992 (TODAY)

IMMEDIATELY
Applications available in
Huddleston

Apply NOW! Funded by PFO

Macintosh - Today's Affordable Choice
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J
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68030 microprocessor running at 16Mhz
4 megabytes of memory
40 megabyte internal hard disk
Sound input capabilities
Apple System Software
Built in video support
HyperCard Software
Keyboard and mouse

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

68030 microprocessor running at 16Mhz
4 megabytes of memory
40 megabyte internal hard disk
Sound input capabilities
Apple System Software
Macintosh 12" RGB monitor
Built in video support
HyperCard Software
Keyboard and mouse

Add an Apple StyleWriter printer for only $315
Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple, Macintosh and the Apple Logo are registered trademarks of .\rrle Computer, Inc.

Have you been
wondering how you
could afford a
Macintosh computer?
Now there's a way you
might just be able to
swing it.
The Apple Computer
Loan-qualifying
students, faculty,
and staff can borrow
from $1,500 to $10,000
to buy any Apple
Computer equipment.
/

~

UNIVERSITY
~ Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Monday - Friday • 9 a . m . - j p.m .
(603) 862 - 1328 • N.H . (800) 245 -7773
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Misplaced
Priorities
By Raymond A.G. Will
Priorities are funny. You either
have them or you don't. Take politics.
In this crazy world of sound bites
and bazillion-dollar ad campaigns
it's not hard to see why people relate
more with catchy slogans than real
facts and figures. I mean regardless
of your political opinions the world
seems covered in symbols that grow
more important than what they represent
Take flag-burning. A. Whitney
Brown of"Saturday Night Live" said
it best when he said that he would be
against a flag-burning amendment
because he wanted people to know
he loved the flag because he loved
the flag, not because he was afraid of
the law. It seems to me that those out
there in favor of a flag amendment
are losing sight of what the flag
stands for and are crippling the very
rights the flag symbolizes
Take Vietnam veteran's rights.
There are those who think they are
doing good by having bumper stickers that say "Vietnam Vets aren't
Fonda Jane" or "Enough's enough.
Send Rambo!" I think the last thing
that a Vietnam veteran or his or her
family needs is a status report on the
popularity of Jane Fonda. Maybe
seeing all Vietnam veterans accounted for as well as half-way decent medical care at the local Veterans
Administration hospital would make
them and they're families feel better
about this country. Maybe that idea
doesn't fit on a cute little bumper
sticker.
Take the modern civil rights
movement. While women and mi-

norities have been taking a social (and
sometimes a literal) beating since the
beginning of the 80s, some people
seem more concerned with political
correctness and syntax than the fact
that a man like David Duke can actually almost win the governor's seat in
Louisiana, or that one out of every
four women now or at one time exhibited bulemic symptoms. Think
about that the next time you 're in
large class or at a crowded party.
The point here is that people aren't
going far enough. They put their two
cents in and consider themselves finished, or give up saying it's too hard.
Maybe they feel that by trying to do
"too much" it won't matter, that they
are only one voice or that they will be
labeled a radical. To paraphrase the
Declaration of Independence : "We
hold these truths to be self evident that
all [citizens] are created equal and are
endowed by their creator with certain
inalienable rights, among these are
life liberty and the pursuit of happiness... and when a government becomes destructive of these ends it is
the duty of the people to alter or abolish
it." Pretty radical stuff huh? Maybe
if more people knew that this is the
basis on which our country is founded,
to alter government when it opposes
the rights of its citizens, people would
consider it not only their right but
their DUTY as members of this
country to improve life and justice for
their fellow citizens. Maybe being
patriotic is not saying the best slogans
but leaving this country in better
condition at the time of your death
than it was at the time of your birth.

Random Writings is a column written by TNH
staff, and represents the byproducts of
otherwise useful and respectable work at this
newspaper.

ORen 7 Days a week
11 :00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
9 Madbury Road
(Next to Scorpio's)
868-1146
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Only a dream ...
Hours after four white Los Angeles Police Department officers were acquitted of beating black motorist
Rodney King, the City of Angels exploded.
The L.A. we know, the one glamorized by MfV, big
screen and L.A. Law episodes, is now a war zone.
"You look to the left and there's smoke everywhere," said Jennifer Chouinard last night via phone.
She's a 21-year-old who spent two years at UNH before
deciding to move to California. "The whole sky is gray,
and it's not smog gray. Fires are everywhere. Stores are
getting robbed everywhere."
Statistics available at press time are alarming: 200
reported fires; 2,000 National Guardsmen called in; 300
people arrested; 400 injuries reported; and 18 dead
bodies in the morgue.
Yet it is the other numbers-12, 56 and 81- that
have left a nation struggling with a burning question:
Why?
Why didn't a jury of 12 so-called "peers" believe
those 56 swings of the baton captured on the startling
81-second amateur videotape? Why did they see it and
not believe it?
We saw it Over and over and over until it was
declared the most-watched clip of film, outplaying even
the JFK assassination clip. It was so clear-cut, such an
obvious display of police brutality that we all thought

ETTERS

l==~~~~~J

Wishing
Coach Conner
well
To the editor:
Ted Conner, coach of the baseball team for the past 27 years, will
retire following this spring's season. I have followed UNH baseball
for several years and from my perspective, Conner represents quality
collegiate coaching. His players
seem to be well instructed in the
mechanics of the game and some
(most notably, Rich Gale) have succeeded professionally. More important, in my opinion, are the lessons he impans to his players.
I have never actually heard him
ex~ the view that winning, although important. is not supreme,
but his actions surely indicate this.
Why else would he have suspended
some of his best players from play a
few years ago f<X' flagrantly violating team rules? It was a bitter lesson
for all of his players, but it was one
more profound and valuable than
compromising principles in order
to win.
Another incident that demoostrates his perspective on winning
was one that occurred sevaal years
ago when the team had the rare
opportunitytoplayatFenwayParlc.
When I asked one of the players if
he were going to pitch that day, he
said, "The cmch has told us we are
all going to play today." Players
and coach alike knew what was
important that day.

justice would be served.
jeered at people marching in the "Take Back the Night"
"People were angry with the verdict, people were rally, the ones who shouted "dykes" or made rude
protesting. But today, it's all looting, it's all arson, it's gestures toward them? What about the people who were
all robbing ... "
harassed for wearing blue jeans on Blue Jeans day'!
The angry tentacles of the acquittal and the violence Have you seen the racial slurs scrawled on the bathroom
it sparked are reaching coast to coast, ensnaring even the stalls in Dimond Library?
small haven of Durham.
Whether it be racism, homophobia or sexism, if one
Last night, about 200 students braved the chilly of us is oppressed, we all are.
April air and gathered to voice their concerns about the
Our generation will one day be in control. Even if an
acquittal and how it will affect our lives.
older generation made this decision, we do not have to
A handsome, young black man quietly walked up to be silent. This may be our time to finally scream "no."
the microphone in the Murk.land courtyard. The light on Oppression does not belong in our world.
the kiosk flickered off as junior David Gamble sighed
Our world is made up of many different types of
deeply into the microphone.
people; we must learn to live together. We need to ask
What the man said chilled many in the audience. "I ourselves what kind of country we want to live in. What
was deeply angered," he said. "I don't know if anger is kind of university do we want to attend?
what I should be feeling.,, He said he didn't want his
Yes, it is frightening that even with the benefit of
children to grow up in America.
visual documentation those 12 individuals in Los AnThe acquittals were unexpected, unbelievable, dis- geles chose to acquit.
heartening, dream-shattering. "It is not a white or a
But that does not mean we should give up. What
black thing," Gamble said. "It is a human-being thing." happens to one black man in Los Angeles does affect our
"I was really ashamed to be from L.A. today," lives.
freshman Melissa Mullin said to the audience. "But I
And if we can't find a way live together so that no
was more ashamed to be a citizen of this country."
one is oppressed, we should be ashamed of being
Racism is not isolated to Los Angeles. It happens Americans. Until we find a way to overcome fear and
here, too. Do you remember the men on campus who prejudice, a free country is still only a dream.

lnthisday, whenwehearmuch
about the decay of the work ethic,
what message do his players take
away when they learn that their
head coach, when necessary, has
taken oo the task of grooming a
soggy infield for hours before a
game? His players work hard partly
because they see their ~le model
working hard.
From the point of view of an
outside observer, I see a coach who
has clearly demonstrated the importance of experiences other than
winning. One shouldn't get the idea
that Conner belittles the value of
winning. One cenainly wouldn 'tget
this idea watching him at a game.
He just seems to place value in
other experiences that to many
(sadly, not all) are appropriate at the
collegiate level. I'm impressed. I
wish him well in his retirement.

during December. This involved a
competition among four bands. This
event raised $700.
A complete ham dinner was
purchased, prepared and served by
45 - 50 fraternity members to approximately 85 people Tuesday,
April 14, at St. Thomas' Episcopal
Church. In addition, a check in the
amount of $550 was presented to
the Friendly Kitchen of Dover.
Public gratitude deserves expression regarding this generous,
voluntary effort.

Ken Fuld
Psychology department

To the editor:
In response to an April 17 letter
regarding Elvis, I actually didn't
think there were people who appreciated Elvis. People who like him
seemed almost mythical above the
Mason-Dixon Line. I mean, I've
heard rumors but who's actually
met one? And Elvis was not "the
epitome of a stud." He was, however, the epitome of a happy and
repeat Dunkin' Donuts customer
(And a McDonald's, Burger King,
Domino's and any other place that
sold food).
To begin with, I truly doubt
that "having a young Elvis on a
postage stamp would be the best
thing that ever happened to this
country." Without getting too patriotic, where does that leave little
things like democracy, freedom of
speech or Foosball? What about

Alpha Tau
Omega thanks
To the editor:
We, the director and weekly
volunteers of Friendly Kitchen,
Dover, would like to express gratitude and appreciation to the brothen of UNH's Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
During November, 1991,
Matthew Gahr contacted director
Marguerite Sharp, and expressed a
desire to sponsor a meal and make a
donation. Marguerite said the need
for food was grrater dwing spring
and summer.
Consequently, the brothers organized a ..Battle of the Bands"

Marguerite J. Sharp
Anne Whitney
Donald Barre
Bill Gilvary
Erica Howard
Jim O'Donnell

Elvis is dead

your statement that Elvis "embodies the American Dreamstudliness?" I was under the impression that the American Dream
had something to do with equal
opportunity and a house with a white
picket fence and cable. There's no
way it was about a fat guy in bellbottoms with pizza grease on his
chins.
I would, however, like to thank
you for clarifying that Elvis was in
fact dead at his wake, since for the
past few years I had been hearing
rumors that he was actually alive in
there and had been forced kicking

and screaming into the coffin.

1he fact that you spent your
spring break hanging out at
Graceland and munching on (what
else) doughnuts with deputy Darrell
only goes to prove that there's one
born every minute.
Finally, I would just like to say
to you "three queens of Graceland"
that it's pretty pathetic how some
people are so hung up on a dead
singer. You would think that people
would have more important things
to do with their time, such as cir
LETTERS, page 16
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Your last chan ce
for extra credit
before graduation.

All You have to do is take a field trip to our
dealership and show us your student I.D. and
this ad. You automatically receive a $150
discount off the selling price of any new
NISSAN car or truck. (We have a great
selection of quality used cars too!) And you
don't need credit or money down to take
advantage of NISSAN'S special graduate
programs.

A

UNIVERSITY Of
NEW HAMPSHIRE
HORSE TRIALS

Sat. May 2- Dressage
Sun. May 3- Cross-Country &
Stadium Jumping
UNH Horse Center, Mast Rd., Durham

Events Start at Sa.m.
SPECTATORS WELCOME -

FREE
RECOGNIZED
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PANAMA

Cinc o de Mayo
Maria chi Chap ala
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May 5, 12:30-1 :30 p.m.
Murkla nd Courtya rd

Flag Raising at Noon
T-Hall Flag Pole
1st meetin g of

. ADELA

(ASOCIAC ION DE ESTUDIAN TES LATINO-A MERICANO S)
(LATIN AMERICA N STUDENT ASSOCIAT ION)
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Huddle ston 208, 7:30 p.m.
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LOCAL AREA EVENTS
DRAMA
AUCTION
The Barrington Middle School Drama Club The Channel 11 Auction gallery preview
performstheplay"HowtoEatlikeaChild," will be held April 7-May 5. The public is
May 8, 7 p.m. and May 9, 1 and 7 p.m. invited to view selected antiques, fine art,
Admission$2foradultsand$1 forchildren. and collectibles. All items will be up for
Barrington Middle School, multi-purpose auction May 13. New England Center
room. Formoreinformationcall(603)(i64- Collier Gallery. Call 868-1100.
:.•.•... ·:•:. ·"•:·::·•:.·:··•·. :
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TAP DANCE
The Dover Center for the Arts presents
"Stepping Outt a tap dance comedy about
amateur tap dancers of various ages and
sizes. Weekends, May 1-17. Tickets $5 for
opening weekend, $7 for second weekend,
$10 for closing weekend. For more information or reservations call (603)742-2867.

JOHN LOENGRAD
Twenty-five selected images from John
Loengrad's first book ''Pie~ Under Discussion." a collection of his own photographs, are
nowoodisplay atlhePhillipsExeterAralemy
LtlJrary through June 10. Library hours are
MondaythroughFriday,8a.m.-9p.m.,Saturday,
8a.m.-4p.m.andSunday,2-9p.m. Formore
infonnationrallJacquelynThomasat(ffi3)772-

43 ll. exL 328.
,------------------------~---.

MAY DA
What better way to
celebrate the end of the
Communist Revolutionthen to have a

ADULTS & COLLEGE
UNH-Manchester hosts a free workshop
for adults who are thinking about starting or
returning to college and a chance to learn
more about part and full-time undergraduate degrees and continuing education programs. May7,6-7:30p.m. Call(603)6680700 for more information.
DAVE HOLLAND
UNH-Manchester presents Dave Holland,
the world famous bass violin player and
recording artist, as part of its Jazz in the
Mills Series. Downtown Campus, 400
Commercial St. May 1, 8 p.m. Admission
$5. Call (603)668-0700.
REGISTRATION
UNH-Manchester is beginning registration
for 26 non-credit courses ranging from
Boundary Law to Real Estate to Interior
Design to many more. Contact Catherine
O'Brian (603)668-0700.

BUDDIDSM

The Friends of the Western Buddhist Order
invites anyone interested to sample what
Aryaloka Im to offer. Try yoga, meditation or
just meet the peq,le involved with the center:
May 9, 10 a.m. -4 p.m. Heartwood Circle. Call
(603)659-5456 for more infonnation.

There will be a Contradance will the Lamprey River Band May 7, 8 - 10:40 p.m.
Guest musicians and callers welcome.
Madbury ,NH, Town Hall. Admission $2.
Call (603)664-2073 for more information.
CONTRADANCE
There will be a contradance with Mary
DesRosiers May 8, 8:30 p.m. Grange Hall,
Kittery, Maine. Admission is $5. Call
(603)436-8372 for more information.
MUSIC AT MOLLY MALONES
Tony O'Riordan, May 1 and 2. Mike
O'Brien, May 8 and 9. 177 State St. Call
(603)433-7233 for more information.
MUSIC HALL
The Music Hall presents Queen Ida and her
Zydeco Band in an evening of Cajun music.
May 2, 8 p.m. 28 Chestnut St. Tickets $1519 .50. $2 discount for seniors and students
with ID. Children under 18, half-price. Call
(603)436-2400.
SEACOAST REPERTORY CO.
The Seacoast Repertory Co. of PAPA presents a benefit concert for its new play "Bye
Bye Birdie." Following the May 9 show
will beadinnerandasockhop. Tickets$75.
125 Bow St. Call433-4793 for more information. Other shows will be held May 7
though 31. Thursday through Saturday
shows, 8 p.m. Sundays, 3 p.m. Tickets for
Thursday and Sunday are $10, Friday $12
and Saturday $14.
ZEPHYR PRDUCTIONS
Z.ephyr productions presents Aztec TwoStep, May 2, 8 p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State St Admission $8
advance, $10 at door.

CONTRADANCE

BIG CAPITALIST SALE?
15% OFF all SHORTS and

T-SHIRTS at the

Cat's Closet!!!
NOW THROUGH NEXT FRIDAY!

CHAMPION! BEEZIL DEZIGN! BOXER
SHORTS FOR 11 BUCKS!

Even Lenin would show up for this
sale (if he wasn't already dead).

Wednesdays and Fridays
a l , p.,n.

Friday
May 1,
1992

ON THE UNH CAMPUS
GERMAN CLUB
The Gmnan club holds meetings Tuesdays in
Murldand Hall, room 10, 1 - 2 p.m. Open to all.

In-person registration begins for the UNH
Summer Session on April 27.
May 7 is the last day a written or oral exam
may be given.
Mail-in registration for the UNH summer
session began April 6.

FREEDOM GROUP - An open discusMEDIATION GROUP

There is a meditation group at the Protestant
Student Center every Wednesday at 6 p.m.
15 Mill Rd. Call 2-1165.
PAVE

Phone-in registration begins for the UNH
Summer Session on Monday April 20.
TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP

Preliminary applications for the Truman
Scholarship will be available April 30 in the
Honors program office, room 211, Hood
House. Students applying must be full-time
students and juniors during the 1992-1993
academic year, have an extensive record of
public and community service and be
committed to a career in the public sector.
Minimum GPA is 3.0.

PAVE is involved with several day projects
as well as long-term projects and it needs
volunteers to help with everything from
painting to cooking dinner or helping animals. Call the PAVE office, 2-0040.

theCbineseExch.1.~ionoct, thefirstlawtoexclooe
immigrants oosed oo their rck:e and the 50th
anniversary of Executive Order 90C>6, which
authaized the incarceratioo of 120,CXX> Japtnese-Amcricansin 1942. May7,JDD. Straffml
Room,MUB.
"LOTTE JACOBI"
"Lotte Jocobi," a lecture and photography

presentation by Gary Samson, will be held
May 9, 7:30 p.m. at UNH-Manchester, 400
Commercial St. For more information call
(603)668-0700.
NURSING CONFERENCE

An international nursing conference, "Caring Hands Around the Globe," will be held
May 8 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. University Alwnni Center.
WOMEN & ENVIRONMENT
''\\mien and Environment: Finding Strength
frail Within and Witoout." May 7, time to be

~ - ~hioR~,Ml!13-

sion group with a speaker. Free. Every
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in New Portsmouth
Hospital Pavilion.

required. Sreany RA in Fairchild or Huddleston
for more infcnnation.
BIKE AUCTION
The UNH Police Explorer Bike Auction will
be held on May 2. There will be viewing
from 9 - 10 a.m. and the auction will begin
at 10 a.m. Police Department parking lot.

DARE TO DREAM 12-STEPGROUP -

CAFE FRANCAIS

An open step group with a speaker. Free.
Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the
Portsmouth Pavilion
Cafeteria.

Cafe Francais, May 6, 3 p.m. Room 102,
Murkland Hall.

FOR ME - An open discussion with a
speaker. Every Tuesday night at 8 p.m. at
the Triangle Club, 120 Broadway in Dover.

SUPPORT GROUP

Support group for young adults experiencing loss or change. Tuesdays, 7p.m. Catholic Student Center.

UNITY GROUP-An open discussion with
a speaker. Every Wednesday night at 7:30
p.m. in the Seabourne Hospital in Dover.

TAVOLA

LAST CHANCE GROUP-An open dis-

Tavola Italian meeting, May 7, 3:30 - 4:30
p.m. Room 102, Murkland Hall.

cussion group with a speaker every
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. At the Dover
Crisis center on 6th St. behind Riverview
nursing home, Dover. Free.

CERCLE FRANCAIS

Cercle Francais, May 6, 2:30 p.m. Room
102, Murkland Hall.
FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE

S~leftfortheFiresideExperienceweekend
trips. Sign up in room 100 of New Hampshire
Hall weekdays, 8 am. -4:30 p.m.
HEALTH EDUCATIO '

THESIS EXHIBITION
DISCRIMINATION
There will be a "Day of Rememlnoce" program to comrnenKrdte the 110th annivezsary of

in the Frisbee Hospital Cafeteria in Rochester.

The Reception for the 1992 senior B.F.A.
thesis exhibition and senior B.A. review
will be held May 1 from 6- 8 p.m. in the Art
9~ery of the ~a~ Creative~ ~e~ter. .

MOVIE

MUSO presents "Cape Fear," May 7 at 7
and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB. Admission is $1 for students with ID, $2 for
non-students and faculty.
MOVIE

MUSO presents "Citizen Kane," May 3 at 7
and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB. Admission is $1 for students with ID, and $2
for non-students and faculty.
MOVIE

MUSO presents ''The Cute and Cuddly
Festival," May 2. Films featured will be
''TheManyAdventuresofWmniethePooh"
at 4:40 p.m. "The Jungle Book" at 7 p.m.
and "101 Dalmatians" at9:30p.m. Strafford
Room, MUB. Admission $1 for students
with ID and $2 non-students and facult .

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH GROUP - An
open discussion group with a speaker every
Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. in the Salvation
Army Building in Market Square across
from the library in Portsmouth. Free.

Health Education and Prom ion sponsors
a table in the MUB entitled ummer Fun,"
May 6, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
4

'

HORSE TRIALS

The UNH Spring Horse Trials will be held
May 2 (dressage) and May 3 (cross country
and stadium jumping), 8 a.m. -4 p.m. UNH
Horse Center, Mast Road. Free and open to
the public. For more information call Janet
Briggs or Amy Dickens at 862-1174.

HOPEWITHOUTDO PE-Anopengroup

HORA DE CAFE

every Thursday night in the Stratham Community Church on Emery Lane in Stratham.
Free.

For those students, faculty, native speakers
and guests who enjoy speaking Spanish,
there will be an informal coffee hour May 6,
3 - 4 p.m. Room 209, Murkland.

LEARN TO LIVE GROUP - An open
discussion group with a speaker every Friday at 8 p.m. in the St. Thomas Episcopal
Parish Building on Hale St. in Dover.
CLEAN TO GROW -An open discussion
group with a speaker every Saturday night
at 8 p.m. in the Frisbee Hospital Cafeteria in
Rochester.
GROW BY THE BOOK - An open discussion with a speaker every Saturday night
at 7 p.m. in the Stratham Community Church
on Emery Lane in Stratham.

MURDER MYSTERY CRUISE

Fairchild and Huddleston Halls sponsor this
substance-free "Murder Mystery Cruise,,
around Portsmouth Harbor, 7 - 11 p.m. May
1. Buses leave at 6 p.m. Dinner will be
provided by the York Harbor Inn. Tickets
$10. See any RA in Fairchild or Huddleston
for tickets or more infonnation.
OVEREATERSANO NYMOUS

Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be
held Mondays, noon - 1 p.m. in the Catholic
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE

For more information about these meetings

Students for Choice will be holding meetings Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the old
Pistachio's conference room in the MUB
(2nd floor).

ASIAN BIBLE STUDY

Asian Bible Study meeting, Thursdays from
6 to 7 p.m. in room 17 of Huddleston Hall.
Call Tom at 2-5050.

BAKE SALES
RECOVERY IN PROGRESS - Every

COALITION FOR HOMELF.SS

The Student Coalition for the Homeless
holds meetings Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in
room 212 of Hamilton-Smith Hall.

Sunday at 7 p.m. Free. Community Church,
Durham.
TIMEISNOW-Anopendiscussiongroup
with a speaker. Every Sunday at 7:30 p.m.

Students for Choice holds bake sales Mondays in the MUB, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
BASEBALL

Fairchild and Huddleston Halls spooscrtheRed
Sox vs. Minneoota Twins. May 4. Game starts
at 7:35 p.m. Tickets $15. Owi1 transp(Ytation is

UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY
ORGANIZATION

The Undergraduate Psychology Organization meets Mondays in Conant Hall, room
103 at 1 p.m. Anyone interested in psychology is welcome for movies lectures and
advice. Call Allison, 862-5283.
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WILDLIFE SOCIETY
The student chapter of the Wildlife
society sponsors its annual Game
Dinner featuring a variety of dishes
rnadefrom differentgameandnongame species. May 3, 6 - 10 p.m.
Elliot Alumni Center.

••••,.
JAZZ
The Galvanized Jazz Band out of
Connecticut performs its collection
of improvised central New Orleans
traditions. Fred Vigorito leads. May
4, 8 p.m. Tickets $28. Strafford
Room, MUB. For more infoonation, call 862-2404.
NEW HAMPSIDRE GENTLEMAN
The New Hampshire Gentleman
will perform two concerts May 9.
The first will begin at 6 p.m. and the
second at 9 p.m. Tickets available
at the door. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center.
RECITAL
Student Recital #10 will be held
May 5, 1 p.m. in Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center.
WIND SYMPHONY
The UNH Wind Symphony, with
Stanley D. Hettinger directing,
performs with the UNH symphonic
band, with Nicholas Orovich directing, May 7, 8 p.m. Johnson
Ibeater, Paul Creative Arts Center.
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AL-ANON MEETING
Health Education and Promotion.
sponsors these meetings, which are
held every Monday from noon to 1
p.m. in room 222 at Health Services. Call 862-3823 for information.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
MEETING
Sessions are open only to those who
have a desire to stop drinking. Monday through Friday from noon to 1
p.m. in room 201A, Health Services. Call 862-3823 for information.
CAMPUS-WIDE STUDENT
PRAYER MEETING
Christian students sponsor these
meetings. Students from all denominations are welcome to come
and join in praying for UNH. Fridays, 7 a.m. Senate Room, MUB.
Call 868-7503.
COOL-AID CRISIS INTERVENTION
Completely confidential support for
students and others. Hours are 3
p.m. to midnight, 7 days per week.
Call 862-2293 or call the tapeline at
862-3554.
DISCUSSION GROUP FOR
GAY MEN
This group is open to all undergraduate UNH gay men and under-

graduate UNH men questioning
their sexuality. Free and confidential. Thursdays, 9 p.m. Alumni
Room, New Hampshire Hall. Call
Stevenat862-1875 or862-3823 for
more information.
EATING CONCERNS
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this ongoing support group
for individuals struggling with eating concerns including compulsive
eating or bulimia. Free and confidential. Call Health Education at
862-3823 or Counseling at 8622090 for a screening appointment
GAY /LESBIAN/BISE XU AL
SUPPORT GROUP
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this support group for faculty, staff and graduate students.
Networking, support, potlucks and
more are offered. Every Tuesday
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in room 249
of Health Services. Free and confidential. Call 862-3823 for more information.
HIV TESTING AND COUNSELING
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors anonymous and confidential HIV testing. Call 862-3823 for
an appointment at the office of
Health Education and Promotion in
the Health Services building. There
is a $10 charge.
LOSS OR CHANGE SUPPORT
GROUP
Support group for young adults ex-

periencing loss or change. Every
Tuesday ~vening at 7 p.m. Catholic
Student Center.
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING
Sponsored by the Durham New
Testament Church. Join in worshipping and praising the Lord.
Wednesdays, 7 p.m. See information desk at the MUB for room
number. Call 749-1420.
OVEREATERSANONYMOUS
_Overeaters Anonymous meetings
will be held every Monday from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Catholic Student Center in room 15.
PHONE HOTLINE
Confidential information and support for gay, lesbian and bisexual
students or for students questioning
their sexuality. Run by trained students Sunday through Thursday
from 6 to 9 p.m. Call 862-3922. For
more information, call 862-3823.
SUPPORTGROUPFORADULT
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this free and confidential
support group for adult children of
alcoholics only. Every Monday 1
p.m. to 2 p.m. in room 201A of
Health Services. Call 862-3823 for
information.

SHARPP SUPPORT GROUPS
SHARPP is offering the following
peer support groups: Incest and
Child Survivors, Sexual Assault
Survivors, Male Sexual Assault
Survivors, and Significant Others
of Sexual Assault Survivors. All
groups are free and confidential.
Call SHARPP at 2-3494 for times,
dates, and locations.

CHILDREN'S THEATRE
The UNH Children's Theater presents its final production of the year,
"Step on a Crack," by Susan Zeder.
May 7, 9:30 and 11:30 a.m. and
May 8, 10 a.m., noon, and 7 p.m.
Directed by Betty Vreeman. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center. Tickets $3, available at the
MUB ticket office.

GERMAN
The German Department presents
the play "Die Physiker {The Physicists)," by Frederick Durrenmatt.
The play will be performed by GerTHERAPY GROUPS
The Counseling Center is 6ffering man students, in German (with
the following therapy groups this subtitles). May 6 and 7, 7 p.m. in
semester. Dysfunctional families/ Murkland 110. Admission $2. For
more information call 862-3522.

STUDENTS

GET IN SHAPE!
STAY IN SHAPE!

ACOA, Eating Disorders, Relationships and Self Esteem, Meditation, General Therapy and Women's
Therapy. Groups will begin meeting as soon as they are filled and
will continue all semester. Call 8622090 for more information or a
screening appointment

THEATRE AND DANCE
The UNH Theater and Dance series
presents its final production,
"Alcestis." This is a Greek play
about a man whom ust die unless he
can find a person willing to take his
place and also the story of a wife
offering her life for the man she
loves. John Edwards directs. May
1 and 2, 8 p.m. Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center.

Affordable Fitness
At The Seacoast's Best Club
Sign up by June 10, 1992

$99

(OV} OOiWn whl

for the Summer

at The Works
(5/31/92 to 9/1/92)

Congratulations! Graduating Class!
You can still join as students!
Indoor Pool and Two Outdoor Pools, Step Reebok,
Circuit Training, Tons of Free Weights,
Nautilus, Volleyball, Tennis, Free One on Ones,
Three Aerobics Rooms and Lounge
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Daring to be pro-choice

The UNH Chaplains' column
By Jane C. Hall and Rev. Frederick J. Pennett
As we prepared to write a column on the
theme of politics and religion, we were
reminded of a statement made by our bishop,
Leo E. O'Neil, in early February as a response to the impending presidential primary. We were struck by the sincerity and truth of his words
then and feel they apply equally to our situation as we await
the general election. We have chosen to include the salient
points of his statement as our contribution to this question.
Leo E. O'Neil, Bishop of Manchester, NH

"It is our common sense, sifting through the hype of
political rhetoric and media analysis, that makes a judgement
on the worth of a candidate. There is a time in the election
process when the honesty of the electorate is even more
important than that of the candidate; a time when 'we the
people' mark the parameters of integrity and decency and
give definition to the issues; a time when we go beyond
proclaimed patriotism and move back to its basic origin and
philosophy and ask ourselves.fundamental questions without the noise of political promise.
Maybe it's the vast silence of our mountains or the
unabashed beauty of our state that relentlessly and readily
challenges us to be honest. This state allows a person to walk
easily with humility. We are surrounded by ageless signs that
there exist values and principles beyond the glitter of passing
campaign slogans.

Presidential primaries (and subsequent elections) burden us all with responsibilities because they point out to us
what we ought to be about as builders of a new order. As we
approach the final days of frenzied campaign activity, all of
us must accept once more the honesty that is demanded of the
electorate. We cannot do that unless we go back to our
relationship with God. We believe it is God who sets the
values and principles and eventually our own agenda. It is
God who sets the boundaries of life, at its beginning and
ending, and who gives dignity to every person. It is God who
calls us to live in peace with every person and nation and to
rid ourselves of biases and prejudice. It is becoming more
evident that our society is not open to religious beliefs in the
political arena. We seem to permit, in public debate and in
education, only secularistic philosophy that at best changes
with the seasons. All of us must be concerned.
Our purpose is not to oppose society. Our task is to show
a new way, to give cultural meaning, to redefine it in the
dignity of the human person. For this reason, we speak out
about life-and-death issues; we speak about adequate medical
care, housing, food; about employment,just wages, equitable
taxation; about peace and education, and about the plight of
children born to poor families in our country. Those who seek
public office do us a great service. They deserve our respect.
We owe them an honest listening, but ultimately the decision
will be ours. I urge you to register, vote and to weigh each and
every issue as a people ot faith."

Jane C. Hall and Rev. Frederick J. Pennett are the
Roman Catholic Chaplains to the University of New
Hampshire

School is almost out. ..
So, write for the Forum
and tell us your opinion.
Send pieces to Steven Sa/meri,
rm. 151 in the MUS

Before it's
too late!

of the vote. Never let anyone tell you that your vote doesn't
count. Research the candidates and their stands on the
By Becky Venne
issues and cast an educated vote.
UNH Freshman
Write to your Senators and Representatives, a short
Pro-Choice
the
simple postcard will do. Volunteer for a Pro-Choice
and
since
passed
have
days
19
this,
As I write
March on Washington D.C. Almost three weeks ago, I stood candidate. Join your local NARAL group, Catholics for a
in a crowd of750,000-plus people who came together from all Free Choice, Dudes for Choice, UNH Students for Choice
walks of life and all situations to fight for the fundamental ... whatever. Write letters to the editors, talk about the issue
and most importantly help register Pro-Choice voters. On
right to choose.
Having attended NARAL workshops on Saturday and November 3rd we will decide who will be our next Presithe march on Sunday, I understood the urgency and the gravity dent. This will be the defining moment. We need a President
of the situation. But when I came back to UNH, all motivated who will support Jhe Freedom of Choice Act, support
to change the world, I was hit with a great deal of confusion funding and be against consent. There is currently a Pennand apathy. Now is the time to decide. You cannot sit on the sylvania case which has been heard by the Supreme Court
that threatens to overturn
fence anymore or hang
the Roe vs. Wade 1973
in the shadows. Tosay"I
"Now it is time to decide. You cannot sit on
decision that requires
do not personally agree
the fence any more or hang in the shadows.
both parental and spouwith abortion but I
To say 'I don't personally agree with
sal consent for an aborwouldn't make the decition. This could be the
sion for someone else"
abortion, but I wouldn't make the decision
of the end
beginning
is to be Pro-Choice. Profor someone else' is to be pro-choice.''
unless we stand up and
choice means being able
fight for the right to
to be Pro-Life, ProChild, and Pro-Family. The correct terms are not Pro-Choice choose. We need a veto-proof President and Congress.
vs. Pro-Life, rather they are Pro-Choice vs. Anti-Choice. The Don't let the anti-women politics of the Reagan/Bush
arguments are not about whether a fetus is a human being or administration continue.
The time is now. We will have to decide. You must get
whether abortion is right or wrong, it is about the individual
right to choose. The majority of Americans have continually involved and fight for the basic right that affects each and
stated in surveys that they are Pro-Choic, but the Anti-Choice, everyone of us. Get involved and be 2001 % committed to
although considerably smaller, arc much more vocal and the cause. Most of all be educated and vote Pro-Choice. We
active in their cause. We need to stand up and let our voices be will not go back! Write your State Senator or Representaheard. Then maybe someday both sides can stop arguing over tive:
U.S. Senate
the right to choose and spend the money on trying to eliminate Senator:
Washington, DC 20510
the need for abortion through sex education and birth control.
But until then raise your voice and fight for the right to choose. Representative:
U.S House of Representatives
There is so much that you can do as an individual. The most
Washington, D.C 20510
important weapon you can hold as an American is the power
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cling UNH endlessly in search of a
par.king spot
In today's society there are certainly more pressing issues to get
involved with and definitely more
important people to idolize. Wake
up, smell the coffee and save the
doughnuts for Elvis.
Jon Pagnozzi
UNH Student

Apology from
Williamson 4A
To the editor,
We, the members of
Williamson 4A, wish to apologize
for our actions toward those who
marched during the "Take Back the
Night" march.
We understand that our actions
were immature and disrespectful
but those were not our intentions. In
actuality, we were just a bunch of
guys who thought it would be funny
to disrupt the march.
However, we now understand
that our behavior was inappropriate. Again, we apologize, for it was
meant not to hurt anyone. We were
not protesting your movement, we
were merely ')oking," although we
now realize that it was not very
funny.
Sincerely,
The offenders of Williamson 4A

Campaign
thank-you
To the editor:
I have to admit that when I
received the news of our defeat I
was confused. I couldn't quite understand how we could have captured 49.78% and beat them by 500
votes, then lose by 15 votes. There
are many explanations and excuses
tu be used, but let's face it, what's
done is done and it's not the point I
want to make.
The point came later in the
evening when I spoke toa man I met
once while campaigning. He consoled me and let me know that he
was sorry about the results. One
thing he said during the conversation that really touched me was "we

beliefs that you could change the
campus. Don't let us down.,,,
He'sright,Iwon'tletyoudown.
I ran because I believe it's time for
a change and because I know I have
the leadership to motivate this
change. Perhaps the title would
make it easier, but! guess nothing is
fun without a challenge. Anyway, it
wouldbeirresponsibleformenotto
put ideas into action.
I want to take this time to thank
all the people who did support Mark
Fischler and myself. I also want to
tell the brothers at Sigma Alpha
Epsilon that I love them and I truly
treasure the friendship and support
they gave to me and Fish. I want to
thank our campaign staff, who went
to the edge and worked their hearts
out because they believed in us and
our ideas. I will always be immeasurably grateful for their help. I
want to make a special thank-you to
Marie Garland and Rob Varsalone,
who deserve medals of honor. You
are still the winners in my eyes.
And to Mark Fischler, whose faith
and determination got us through
the weeks.
I hope this letter wilJ reach a
few of those students who agree
with me in wanting to change this
campus. If you care and want to get
involved, please run for senate or
go to the meetings. They are all
open. Despite what some say, senate is one of the only places that the
administration takes seriously
enough.
Again I thank you and urge you
to get involved. One person can't
do it all and Taylor and Gavin will
need your help.
Sarah C. Broadmeadow
UNH sophomore

A pro-choice
man speaks...
To the editor:
While reading a recent edition
of The New Hampshire, I came
across a pro-life advertisement put
out by the Catholic Student Center.
The ad contained pictures of various
non-human animals arranged
around the words "some life is
protected," and then near a picture
of a human fetus, the words "and
some isn't."
I found this analogy and the
whole ad to be hypocritical in many

$25 CASH*

*Receive $25 per person when whole security deposit is
paid upon signing lease.

QUALITY APARTMENTS FOR RENT. ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS

*

4-person, 4 bedroom, located in Lee, available 8-15-92
for 9•1/2 months, featuring: lg. kitchen w/ d.w., lg.
living room, 1.5 baths, wood stove, parking, secluded
area.
$235/month/per person/plus utilities

*
*

4-person, 4 bedroom, located in Newmarket on Caravan
route, 3 floors, 1.5 bath, living room, dining room,
kitchen, parking. Available 6-15-92 for 12 months.
$275/month/per person/plus utilities
6-person, 4 bedroom, 2 bath house, located in Lee, 3
miles from c;ampus, featuring: lg. kitchen, living room,
basement, and parking in woodsy area. Available
9-1-92 for nine months
$275/month/per person/plus utilities

CALL 1-800-899-6839, 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

that all life should be protected, the
~ 11ow this
· to 10
Catholic Churc hfatls
doctrine on many counts.
First and foremost, while the
Catholic Church tells its members
that abortion is wrong, it doesn't
tell them that murdering non-buman animals for sport, dietary
pleasures, experimentation or
fashion is also wrong.
It seems in the pro-life ad that
the Catholic Church is pushing the
analogy that protecting a human
fetus is as important as protecting
non-human animals, yet they don't
even advocate animal rights. If the
Catholic Church is going to put out
such ads, perhaps they should at
least make analogies that they support themselves.
The ad also says, "The Natural
Choice is Life," and, "1.6 million
abortions a year can't be right." In
this country alone, over 3 billion
non-human animals are killed each
year, but the Catholic Church makes
no comment on this issue. I guess
that when it comes to our dietary
habits, the "natural choice" must be
death.
Inconsistencieslikethesemake
a person question why the analogy
in theadwasmadeatall,andexactly
how deep the Catholic Church's
respect for life actually goes.
Being pro-life does not necessarily entail being pro-animal rights,
nor does it imply having a respect
for life. However, if you apparently
claim to respect life by way of an
analogy in a pro-life ad when you
really don't, you are a hypocrite.
Likewise, having respect for life
does not entail being pro-life since
true respect for life involves much
more than the simple preservation
of life itself.
I think that a woman's decision
to have an abortion can coincide
with respect for life, both for reasons
I can understand, and others that,
being a man, I can't.
I say this also meaning that
only women should be in the legality
issue of abortion. Regardless of the
conclusions I come to as a man, I
can never experience pregnancy or
maternal instincts that must play a
role in a woman's decision as well
as whether that decision coincides
with respect for life. This point alone
makes me question the pro-life
movement, which is largely run by
men.

reasons. I feel that usually women
choose aboru·on as the lesser of a
number of evils, which coincides in
many cases with my idea of respect
for life.
It doesn'\ take much thoughtto
support the "speciesism" that accounts for billions of non-human
deaths each year or to support the
pro-life side of the abortion issue,
when your basic argument is "because God said so." I like to explore
and question things far beyond their
apparentsurfaces,andl like to think,
which probably explains why I am
pro-choice, pro-animal rights and
no longer a Catholic.
Galen E. Demers
UNH Student

Habitat for
Humanity
thanks
To the editor:
Once again, it is my pleasure to
publicly thank students at UNH for
their aid in the work of Southeast
New Hampshire Habitat for Humanity. On Saturday, April 18, a
group of students from the American
Society of Civil Engineers assisted
us in our renovation of a Northwood
home. It had snowed the night before,
leaving slippery conditions, mud,
and dripping eaves.
With energy, skill and the "can
do" spiri~ the ASCE students literally did what was needed. They
sanded drywall until thev looked
like ghosts, they put up siding with
only one short ladder, they grouted
floor tiles until my knees gave out.
They stuck with the tasks were done
or it was too dark to continue. Once
again, the students of UNH have
shown their compassion for the less
fortunate, their willingness to be
strong for those who are in need.
Your readers may be interested
to know that our homeowner,
Michelle, is not only a single mother
of three young children, but is also a
struggling college student at
MacIntosh College. Like many here
at UNH, she was able to acquire
financial aid to pursue studies that
will lead, hopefully, to a prosperous
career. The efforts of all our volunteers to provide this family with
adequate shelter is another step to-

AL<-ESTIS
by Euripides

Directed by John Edwards
A~ril 24 and 25 at 8:00 P.M.
· April 29 at 10:30 A.M.
April 29 and 30 at 7:00 P.M.
May 1 and 2 at 8:00 P.M.
Johnson Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center. UNH. Durham
General Admission: $7.00
UNH Students/Employees/Alu mni /Seniors/Chamber Members: $6.00
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package- The Woods Restaurant. New England Center
Presented by the University of New Hampshire
Department of Theater and Dance
1991-92 Season

ensuing self-confidence and pride.
Bill Sammis
Habitat volunteer

World Game
thanks
To the editor:
OnTuesday,April 14,theWorld
Game came to UNH. It was an
amazing experience for all who attended. This multi-media workshop
ingrained in our minds what no
classroom can and is an experience
each and every one of us should not
take for granted.
We will all be the leaders of the
world in a few short years and what
we learn today can only be beneficial to us tomorrow. The Progressive Student Network is excited to
have been able to bring this program
to UNH We would like to thank the
following organizations and individuals for their help and support:
PFO (SAFC), MUSO, the Vice
President for Student Affairs Dan
DiBiasio, the Student Activities
Office, Instructional Services,
WUNH, Carol Tuttle, Jim Batty,
Andrew, Alex, and all those who
came and participated.
Thanks to all and we hope next
year it will prove to be even more
exciting.
Members of the Progressive
Student Network

Give credit
where it's due
To the editor:
One thing I've learned as
president of a fraternity is that it's
far more productive to be pro-active than reactive. I've seen that
pointing fingers and placing the
blame on others is not the way to get
things accomplished.
However, I'm writing to you
concerning a situation I've seen far
too many times-the Greek community not receiving credit where it
is due.
Last Th~sday, April 23, Theta
Chi and PFO asked David Westol,
Theta Chi's executive director, to
speak to the campus about hazing. I
was very happy to see a photographer and reporter from The New
Hampshire covering the event.
However, as I read the article in the
April 28 paper, I couldn't help but
notice th~t no credit was given to
Theta Chi for putting on the event.
The article made it sound as if
Dave Westolcamehere to reprimand
the Greek system as a reactive
measure. This is far from the truth.
Betsy Parente and I believed such
an event would be very productive
and we felt very fortunate to have
such a well-known speaker come to
the campus.
My brothers and I put a lot of
time and energy into this ever,t and
I speak for all Greeks when I say
people should start concentrating
on our positive accomplishments
and giving us due credit instead of
dwelling on our mistakes.
Shane E. Tessimond
Theta Chi president
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What do you do with a box and a half of
expired condoms on a sunny day in May?
YOU HOLD The 1st Annual
Sponsored
by:
The AIDS
Education
Committee
&The
Office of
Health
Education
(Can you believe it?)
Date: Friday,
Participate in events such as:
May8
"Capture the condom"
Time: Sign ups: 1-2 p.m.
"Crab Walk"
Olympics: 2-4 p.m.
Relay Races
(All participants must
Obstacle Course
be present at 2 p.m.)
Water-filled Condom Toss
+ More
Place: Lower Quad
11

How to sign up:
1. Find / Make friends to create a team (2-8 people)

2. Name your team
3. Register your team at the Office of Health Education,
Health Services or prior to the event at the Lower Quad.
All participants will receive a complementary pair of Safe Sox ·
T-Shirts & non-expired condoms available
Call 862-3823 for more information.
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CONGRATULATION
TO NEW
SENATORS!
88888888888888888888888888888

GOOD LUCK IN THE
NEXT SESSION!

Friday, May l and Monday, May 4
from l 0:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. will
be your last chance to buy
tickets for the following Senior
Week events:

88888888888888888888888888888

Greek Senators

Commuter Senators

Kevin Stuart
Brandon Foglio
Leonard Prescott
Adam Doyle
Ben Borrell
Allison Best
Paula Tanabe

Jacquelyn Daddario
Mark Shandrow
Graeme Williamson
Pat Minnihan
Todd Brown
Scott Cibotti
Pamela Briggs
Glenn Mercereau
James Doyle
David Englert
Courtney Moore
Lance Martin
JP Kachaluba
Jayne Paradis

****************************************
-- Monday, May 18th - Tuesday, May 19th Wednesday, May 20th
Thursday, May 21st Friday, May 22nd -

- :.o•• ,,i ••,

$25.00
$20.00
$5.00
$ 20.00
$8.00

****************************************

3 Showings of...

- n,

Clambake 3 - 6 p.m.
5:30 p.m. Cruise
-Comedy Night 8 p.m.
Formal 6 p.m.
Senior Picnic Noon

Beauty

,t..

Beasr

------------Saturday, May 2
Strafford Rm. MUB
4:30p.m.
7:00p.m.
9:30p.m.

~1 Full-time undergraduates with I.D.
$2 Everyone else
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Ce nte r

.
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PRESENTS

Featuring Headliners Steve Hurley
from Boston
and Bria n Frates from The Punch Li e
to bene fit

A Safe Place
SUNDAY, MAY 3

6 p.m.

UN H MUB PUB

Tickets available at WIR C Office ROO M 108 MUB ,
at A Safe Plac e Office, 10 Vaughn Mall Suite 10,
at the MUB Ticket Office, or at the Doo r
$4.00 STU DEN TS

$5.0 0 NON -STU DEN TS

FOR MOR E INFO RMA TION CAL L WIR C AT 862-1191
•
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HELP
WANTED
Nanny Wanted: Live-in or out
nanny care for 7-year-old. June 29August 28, Mon-Fri days. 3 miles
from UNH. Prefer Education major.
Non-smoker, must have car, outgoing personality, and references.
Call 742-03()<), leave message.

Painterfcrsummerworknearseacoast
at Whippoorwill Farm in South
Hamptoo, NH Hard worker essential,
experienced desired. Willingness to
scrape important! Enjoyable wcxk envirooment oo fann with sheep, cows,
chickens and our turkey, Julius. Call
Oint ~ 603-394-7700.
UNH s~dent needed for part-time
child care. Experience and references required. Room and board
possible option. Must have own
transportation. Nice Stratham location (15 minutes to UNH). Must
be available by Sept. 1 or sooner.
Call 772-7083

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services l-206-5454155ext 1505.
WORKING STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ACTIVE
HUNTER JUMPER STABLE.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. CALL BETH
OR JAMES 742-3377.
Painter for summer work near seacoastal Whippoorwill Farm in South
Hampton, NH. H:lfd worker essential, experienced desired willingness to scrape important! Enjoyable work environment on farm
with sheep, cows, chickens and our
turkey, Julius. Call Clint at 603394-7700.
Child Care Provider - Live-in
summer position (June thruAugust).
Care for 3 young children within
the context of a beautiful Vermont
children's camp. Mom & Dad are
busy camp directors needing a mature, responsible, loving person to
care for their childem. Swimming,
arts, nature trails, & other activities
will enable you to interact in a
quality way with our children. Call
Ginny (603) 643-2639.

,._

Summer student for Polymer Research Group. Work on projects
involving use of polymers for special film applications. Requires
good laboratory and analytical
skills. Must have completed
sophomore year in science or en-

gineering. Potential for position to
extend through the '92- '93 year.
Contact Rob Cimini ext. 2-3677.
Childcare for 2 toddlers. 15-40
hours per week. Seek experienced
person. Own transportation needed.
Call Evelyn at 868-1632.

I Ii!&. FORSALE
1987 Honda Prelude SI. Excellent
condition. Blue. Air conditioning.
a.m./f.m. cassette. Moonroof. New
tires. Low mileage. $6,900 _ Call
evenings: 659-7658.
'87 Ford Mustang LX sedan; 5 spd,
a.mJf.m. ~ . cruise, pwr. locks,
clean, dependable, economical. Gmit
car for student! $2,350 b/o. 692-4012.
HONDA l 75CB-1970.Notusedin 15
years, 8,500 original miles, ran well.
$300 or BO. Call Roy 862-1073 days.
Packard Bell Legend 316SX 80386
~ runs at 20MHz. 104
MHD 2MRAM. Built-in 2,400 Baud
M~. Toos of free software iocl.
Wmdows, WPS.I, Excel 3.0, Lotus
3.0. Lots, lots more. Aoo HP~jet
500 Jllilter. Great system, Great price.
Call Don at 868-5450.

FOR SALE: T-Shirts with the words
"University of New Hampshire"
written in 23 languages. You can
support the Intercultural Exchange
Organization and the diversity of
UNH. Buy one for $10, Lor XL at
the International Fiesta May 1.
Apt Furn. 4 sale; 2 sleep couches +
742-3481
BIKE, women's26" 10-speed,$50.
749-3356
SOFA, full-size, beige, camelback
style. Some cat-claw damage. Great
forfrat, apartment or camp. $75 or
b.o. 749-3356
AQUARIUMS, IO-gal w/hood,
light, heater, undergravel filter, $15,
5-gal, $5. I-gal, $5. 749-3356
RED Honda CB369T motorcycle,
new back tire, new mufflers, new
starter switch, overhauled engine.
$550.00 call George 7424690
Racing Wheels: Mavic GP4 rims,
Campy hu~ fresh rubber, good com
100- Tame trail wheels: new cond. 15
miles of use, Mavic hubs, Araya triangular rims, oval S{des, Regina free
wheel and tires iocluded, 170-. ·Both
sets ixofe&mJally built 749-4201
Roland GA60 Guitar Amplifier $150; Atomic skis, Comfort 170
Marker bindings, $85.00,
electrovoice stereo speakers $60.
Ed 749-2724.

Mountain Bike - 1990 Giant,
Shimano components, Penaileur
guard, carrier, cyclocomputre. Very
good condition $340 new, asking
$170.207-384-9681 leavemessage.

I.Lia.

SERVICES

Faculty, staff, students. I'll pick up
clothes. Just put them in trash bags
and I'll pick them up for Salvation
Anny. 1-207-698-1463.

American Computer Service, P.O.
Box 700, Moody, ME 04054.
Professional Word Processing for
reports, theses, correspondence,
tape transcription, data base, laser
printing. Experienced, quick return.
Call Janet Boyle 659-3578
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there for $169 with
AIRHITCH! Reported in Let's Go
& NY Times. For details:
AIRHITCH at 212-864-2000.

trance. Available June I with fall
option. Summer discount rate: $275/
mo. (Sept. to May $350/mo.) 8686559.
Summer Rentals -Dover/Durham.
Now available. CALL THE
FISCHER AGENCY at 742-6242.
DURHAM ABOVE SUBSTOP:
One-bedrrom apartment for one or
two students. Available in August.
Call 868-7303. Leave a message.
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING. 15

WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL
SKILLS

Can you type? Word.Perfect® instruction; group/individual, flexible hours, reasonable rates. Call
Janet Boyle 659-3578.

Wholesale
Screen~
printing &
Einbroidery
We have all the
fundraising
products you
NEED!!
Special G-roup _·
Rates for UNH

Horse Boarding - Affordable, professional care, box stalls, tum out,
twice-daily cleaning, miles of trails
available, outdoor ring. $160/mo.
Trucking available. Ten minutes
from UNH, ideally located. Come
join us. 742-6533. Training and
lessons available.
SELF DEFENSE FOR WOMEN!!
FREE presentation about Model
Mugging, a powerful program with
many successful graduates. SUNDAY MAY 3 at 1:00 pm in the
MUB Carroll Room. Please come
and bring friends. You'll come away
more hopeful and knowing that
women can be safe!

HOUSING

~I

Full time rep & artis

SUMMER RENTAL DURHAM:
$150/month for double, $200/month
for single. Off-street parking.
Washers/dryers. Nice apartment.
Call Evelyn at 868-3420.

Todd Doucette
(Douce)
868-5787
or
868-6605
Sue • Gene • Sharon

Dover area 1-&2-bedroom apts. Excellent condition & location. Heated,
carpeted, parking, on Kari Van route.
$385 and $475 per month, plus security deposit. Call after 5 p.m. and
ask for Mike or Chris at 749-3167.

Fre~ pick-up & delivery

iSHIRTS+
Word Processing. Top quality.
Next-day return. Will pick up and
deliver. $1.65 per page. Call Diane
942-5881
Do you know someone who is
graduating? Get them a customdecorated cake! Low prices, great
selection. Call Terri 868-5465.
T-Shirts with the words "University
of New Hampshire" written in 23
languages. You can support the
Intercultural Exchange Organization and the diversity of UNH. Buy
one for $10, Lor XL at the International Fiesta, May 1.
Word Processing -$1.50per doublespaced page fast and accurate. Spell
check. Resume service also available. Call Diana now! 659-2359
Need money forcollege-Recorded
messagegivedetails207-646-7008.

Rooms for the summer at S tonegate,
15 Main St, Durham. Large, airy
house, 3 full baths, porch, free offstreet parking. All utilities included.
$450 for summer. Call owners at
302-737-9471 or 603-968-9336 .

meals/week, professional cook,
parking, good study atmosphere.
$1, 100/semester for room and
board. WHAT ABOUT THE
SUMMER? $35/week for double,
$55/wk for single. Starting May 23,
1992. Call Chris or Al at 868-9859.
Apartment on Foss Farm Rd. $200/
month/1 year lease; $150/month/
summer only. Tom 659-5146.
Summer Sublet! Get your own
room, male or female. Live with
funky people. Really CHEAP. Only
one mile from campus. Call Lindsay 862-5572.
Durham Summer Rental: Twoperson apt. $200/person/month. 7
min walk to T-hall, utilities included,
parking. Call 868-7298.
Summer Sublet in Dover-$200/mooth
for single. Call Chris at 862-7028 or
Crystalat862-5337. Leaveamessage.
HOUSING ON-CAMPUS - Fourbedroom apt for four people. Call
431-0068.
Looking to sublet this summer?
Beautiful four-person apartment at
56 Madbury Road (Davis Court
Apartment). Call 868-1595
Apartments for 3,4,5,6 people all
located in Durham. Call Brenda 1207439-1304
Durham summer rental: One-bedroom apartment for one or two females $300/month, utilities included. Close to campus, nonsmoker. Call 868-9660

Modem four-bedroom apt ideal for
responsible females, nice kitchen,
living room-deck. Walktocampus.
$250/month/person & utilities. 8685931.
FIVE-BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT. AVAILABLE TO BUS
Durham summer rental: One-bed- STOP(S). ATTACHED SUN
room apartment for one or two. $300/ PORCHES. GARAGE. PRIVATE
month, utilities included. Close to YARD. AVAILABLE NOW. $1CXXl/
campus, non-smoker. Call 868-9660. MONTII. CALL BETIY 749-2446.
Dear Students: We have a large 4 LOOKING FORAROOMMATE?
bedroom, 2 floor, 1 1/2 bath, wood Call Nexus Roommate Network.
stove, washer-dryer hookup, oil heat UNH students. Referrals only or
and off-street parking. Flexible open listings. Any lifestyle. Free
leasing $595 and utilities. Please info: 1-800-643-2643.
call 203-743-1633 or 203-790-4498.
DURHAM - FOR RENT - FURDURHAM - furnished studio, 2 NISHED SINGLE BEDROOMS
blocks from campus. Private en- FORFEMALESTUDENTSONLY.

NewH
n~ pleas
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1992-93 ACADEMIC YEAR. 10
:MINUTE WALK FROM T-HAll.
PRIVATE EN1RANCE, KITCHENETTE, OFF-STREET PARKING.
$1,300 PER SEMES1ER INCLUDING AIL UTILITIES. CALL 8682217 AFIER4pm ..

Exeter- September-Free room and
board in exchange for child care,
evenings - no weekends - call 7788544.
Dover: 1+2bedroomapt.$385,$475/
month includes heat/hot water. Good
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Two-Bedroom
Condo
in
Newmarket, five miles from UNH.
Fully-applianced kitchen and small
deck.Available immediately, $450/
mo., three per max. Call 267-6351.
Summer Apartments - Four & five
bedroom, with large kitchen & living room 2 baths, 1 mile from THall and plenty of parking. $200/
month with security. Call Elaine
332-2568.
STUDENT APT.PACKERS FALL
RD. THREE MILES TO UNH.ALL
UTil.JTIES PLUS CABLE $425/
MONTH. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
CALL 659-7707 EVENINGS.
FIVE-BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT. AVAILABLE TO BUS
STOP(S). ATTACHED SUN
PORCHES. GARAGE. PRIVATE
YARD.AVAILABLE NOW. $1000/
MONTH. CALLBETIY 749-2446.

basement. From $290 per month.
Cheney Companies. 659-2303.

Housemate wanted for next year.
Houseon Coe Drive. 5 minute walk
to campus. Large living room,
kitchen, 2 1(2 bathrooms, washer/
dryer, your own large room, available parking. Affordable price. If
interested call Michelleat862-5102.

Roommate needed June through
nextyear. Dover,KariVanroute, w/
d/$230/mo. Call Christi 749-2844.

'PERSONALS

11h

one other room. Quiet residential ADOPTION - We will provide a
area Durham. Walk to campus. beautiful life for your baby. Let's
Parking available, includes utilities, help each other. Call collect,
washers, dryers, and bike room in (603)929-0388. Barb and Don.

SUMMER TOURS TO EUROPE, AUSTRALIA AND THE
GREEKISLANDS.15-19DAYS.

All expenses paid including meals.
$1,395-$1, 798. Call Contiki Tours
1-800-950-1037 ext. #2.

HAPPY BIRHTDAY DOC

NEWMARKET - Large 4 bedroom on bus route., renov. kitchen
and living room, w/d, dishwasher,
deck, wood floors and ample offstreet parking. $900/mo. Jennie or
Fred 659-8224.

condition. ExcellentlocationonKarivan route. Freshly painted Call Chris
or Mike at 749-3167.
Newmarket Sublet! 3 large bedrooms, sunny kitchen, comfortable
LOCATION: LOCATION: LO- living room. Wall to wall carpeting.
CATION. 1 bedroom apartment 42 Overlooks Lamprey River. Stone
Garrison, Durham. Walk to campus, building across from Riverworks.
Jllfking available, come see how much 50ft from Coast bus stop. $180/
moreapartmenttheCheny Companies month. or B.O. Mark 659-6957.
offers. $500 per month iocludes hot It's a stylin' summer pad!!
water,migerooms, washcrs,dryersand
bike storage in basement Call Ida 659- Durham Summer Sublet: FUR2303.
NISHED, 1or2 persons, large deck,
walk to campus, parking yard. Only
Summer sublet: 2 people, Park Court $300/mo. All utilities included!!
Apartments, new carpets,aircondi- 862-5277.
tioner, $225 per person. Call Carny
or Amy at 862-4286.
LARGE SINGLE PRIVATE
ROOMS. Share kitchen, bath with

Cath _ Hasn't anyone noticed at
Store 24 noticed that they now sell
"hot doogas" instead of hot dogs?
Yes, we are still indebted to Mam. 1
challenge you to yet another burping contest: To occur on step 8 for
old times sake - Adrian.

23

Love,

'iro±qtrs of
Jqt Lµptt <lqtht
Chris -Thanx for being a wonderful
wife. All my love, XOXO, E.
Magic Man: Yes, I believe in the
working of miracles, wonders and
magic. My emotions are ruled by
the sea, but my heart by no man.
Handsome immortals are foolish to
love, for we are not god-like. Or can
you make me a goddess? Weave on.
-Luanda.
ANNOUNCING AN ENHANCEMENTTO THE IBM PS/2: Alowinterest rate loan that's easy to apply for. Visit the University Technology Center, ground floor, T-Hall
for details.
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM
$216 each way on discounted

scheduled airline to Europe from
BOSTON. Call (800) 325-2026.

Colorado - If I recall, (and l don't)
there was no cheese in our pasta.
But I QQ know it has not left the
apartment. - Nice
Luanda, I feel the need to tell you
that my easel is quite a bit out of
style, but maybe you might know
how to bring it back to life. l am
definitely in need of a long, quiet,
romantic night of candlelight, soft
music, a loaf of bread, a jug of wine,
and thou. You bring yourself, I' 11 do
the rest. Love and stuff ... Barefoot
man.
RVBL: Long live Thelma & Louise
John Samuels (knee)ds to look at
morning boxscores.

I wantto buy your backpack! I'm
backpacking Europe this summer
and I need a very large backpack.

r-------------7

.If you spend most of your time working for someone
else, here's away to spend your spare time working for
yourself and investing in your future - daytime and
evening Part-Time Studies at Bryant College. Our
Summer Session program offers you abroad
curriculum of undergraduate courses designed to put
you on the fast track to starting, advancing, or changing
acareer.

I Please send me Bryant's
I Summer Session Bulletin.
I
II -Na_m_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

Rated One of America's Best Business Colleges
By enrolling in Bryant College Part-Time Studies you're
giving yourself the opportunity to study at the school
U.S. News& World Report rates as one of America's
best business colleges and the best buy of any business
school in the nation.

Prestigious Faculty

Renowned Resources

All courses are taught by our prestigious faculty, who
have distinguished themselves not only in academics,
but also in business and other professions, enabling
them to provide invaluable "real life" lessons to help you
further your career.

As aBryant student you can take advantage of one of
America's leading business libraries and database
resources. You'll also have access to individual
counseling and career planning services to help you
mold and shape your goals.

1
------Address
1

I

1-Ci-ty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
St-ate

Watch Your Mail For More Information
There·~ never been abetter time to invest in ahigh-yield
education. For more information about Part-Time
Stu~ies, call (401) 232-6210, or mail the coupon to
receive our Summer Bulletin.

Registration begins April 27th. Classes begin Mar 20.

1
- - - - - -Phone
Zip
1

II

Mail to: Bryant College
Part-Time Studies
1150 Douglas Pike
~mithfield,~ 02917-1284._____ _j

r
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Call me - I'll make an offer 868-3'127.
JR, Saturday, dawn, Wallis Sands,
rememberthe blanket and the motto.
I'll bring the M&M's Tippez.

she was afraid and about to leave
when the stream spoke ...
"Don't be afraid little girl
.. Jump ... "
"But I can't, " she said.
"I've never jumped a stream before."
"Don't worry. I'll be here."
The girl then sighed and
placed a foot finnly on the first
stone, then hernext until, before she
knew it, she crossed the stream.
"Now, was that so bad?"
asked the stream ...
"No, thank you," the girl
said smiling.
"Anytime," said the
stream, quietly flowing again
through the wood. The girl then
played, happy she crossed.
Night, night, Luanda Birkenstockless ...

Dawn - Oink, Oink - So, you up for
another night? No more dazed
camera shots! - Colorado

WIN DOOR PRIZES AT LATE
NIGHT AT UNH. TONIGHT
GRANITE STATE ROOM 11 p.m.
- 2 a.m. IT'S THE LAST ONE OF
THE YEAR.

Herb's Durham's natural food store.
Healthy snacks. Natural juices.
Wholesome foods.

SALE - BudweiserT-Shirts!! ONLY
$8.99. So call now! 862-5551

Happy 20th Steve! (a little early)
Hope you get lots of Tinkertoys!
Love,Kimmy

Sue- Don't worry I had the picture
blown up to life size and you will be
getting it in a week!

HEY CUTIE, HAPPY 21ST
BIRTHDAY. Get psyched. Hope
you have a great time tonight at
Margaritas!! Love, STUD.

I'mlonely,too.Alllwantisareallynice
guy who will bring romaoce into my
life in these last days befcre I graduate.
_ Maxine (Luanda's friend)

Once upon a time, there was a girl
who played in the woods. One day,
she ventured a bit further into the
woods. After some distance, the
girl encountered a rippling stream
cutting the wood in two. She had
never jumped a stream before, so

If you like strawberry daquiries and
taking naps in the day, if you like
listening to P.E., if you just like to
play. If you like eating Karl's after
midnight, and you know Chris
Mullen's second rate. If you root for
the Hoyas write to me and escape.

Erin - Yo babe! The pile of@#$%
on your desk is almost as big as
mine! I'm glad we have our priorities straight - Downtown! Just
kidding. Well, only one more SAFC
meeting and I must admit that I'll
miss making you a sandwich! See

REFRESHMENTS & DOOR
PRlZES. ADMISSION$1 FORSTIJDFNI'S GET PSYCHED!
New Hampshire Gentlemen ticketsstll/

available for 6:00 p.m. show .... tix in
YikesBatman! Wherearewegoing
to live next semester? Durham: 3bedroom rentals; Dover: 1 and 2
bedroom rentals. CALL THE
FISCHER AGENCY@ 742-6242.

MUB - May 9, John~n Theatre.

B6- Thanks for the Saturday nig~t
accomodations. Breakfast could
never have been better. Leen where

HEY JIMMY SKUNK!
ONLY 3 MORE FRUSTRATING WEEKS!!

~

/
\

~ E S CU~CAKE~
KerrieP. Happy21!! Now that you've
made it, let's end this year with a oong,
er is it a Buzz in your case? No more
staying home for you, let's go out in
style! 1:,<>ve, your Roomie.
UNH Womens' Rugby Team Early UNH Victory Maenad game
tomorrow. Stay clear from Mean
Meg's house.
LATE NIGHT AT UNH - TONIGHT. 11 p.m. TO 2 a.m.,
GRANITE STATE ROOM, FREE
REFRESHMENTS & DOOR
PRIZES, ADMISSION $1 FOR
STUDENTS, $2 NON.
LAST,LA1ENIGHfOFilIEYEAR.
10NIGHT 11 p.m. - 2 am. FREE

have you been? (Hey, do you have
the cheese?) - Bow
Amy, I love you just as much as
Fitzy. So there! - Feezy. P.S. Thanks
for tucking me in.
MIK PRIOUX IS A GEEK!

To the woman at DFC with sapphire
eyes,long brownhairandsmoothooken
skin, I wish I could free the words
sealed behind my smile; I say them to
myself - If only you could hear! Longing for Sapphire Exchanges.
Changed to a word processor? UNH
Prof needs a typewriter for immecliate
use, manual, not electric; elite, not pica,
type. Good price JEd. 868-2554.

MIK PRIOUX IS A GEEK!
Last chance to buy Senior week
tickets!! Friday, May 1 and Monday
May 4 from 10 am. - 2 p.m. only.
Tickets will not be sold at door.
COMING SOON -

ya downtown tonight!! Sipemastah!
Hey rugby women - Last game of

the season so I'll leave you with a
final thought ''The body will heal,
but a game can be lost forever."
Play hard. Let's spoil UVM!
LOST: '92 UNH Class Ring. Lost

downstairs in MUB on 4/21. Gold.,
blue stone. REWARD!! No questions asked. Call Diane at 2-5573.
Barefoot Man: I must confess, I
cannot sculpt I was banned from
the radial saw in my art class and
blew up my plaster skull. Do I know
you? How do you know me? A
trifling hint, please.Fondly, Luanda.
MIK PRIOUX IS A GEEK!
Kerrie-How about some "purple"
passion Friday night? I'll be waiting patiently-J .R.
Oddibe- It's gonna be awesome,
baby! The jubilation! A SID party,
baby, I love it! You gotta get a T.O. !
"It was a great run," said Nick
Sttangas, point guard, of the Nuckles
Eppie, "Do you understand English?" and "Gotta a six of hearts?"
TIP - Learn some new wrestling
moves.
-Bryan
Yorka and the boys - get with the
gloup.

11th Annual
MUSO

PHOTO
SHOW
May 4, 5, & 6
MON NOON-5
TUES, WED 9 - 5
Granite State rm.
in the MUB·
Come see the works
of UNH students and
staff at this gala
event. Music and
refreshments will be
served.

r'
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ACollectionofStatistics

Men's Lacrosse

UNH Baseball

1992 NAC Baseball Standings 1992 NAC Lacrosse Standings
NAC
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1. Vermont
2. Delaware
3. Northeastern
4. Hartford
5. Drexel
7. Boston University
6. New Hampshire
8. Maine
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Individual Statistics
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20 John Daley
30 Jim Palmer
4 John Mcconaghy
9 Eric Presbrey
3 Bill Golden
8 Rich Montalbano
40 Peter Fleming
29 Chris Geier
38 Chad Harlow
31 Chris Midura
14 Kevin Harrison
21 Rob Johnson
41 Scott Wojonovich
23 Kevin Nolan
17 Mark Murphy
5 Matt Baker
13 Duncan Murphy
22 Brian Vona
26 Lance Galvin
39 Joey Sisca
33 Peter Decandia
18 Craig Paczkowski
UNH totals:
Opp. totals:

9
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25
20
19

GwallendiDI:
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l:1'.UD.

22 Brian Vona
11 John Doran
16 Chris Smith
UNH totals:
Opp. totals:

9
2
3
9
9

6
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0
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9
9
9
9
9
9
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13
38
13
33
7
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7
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2
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0
9
1
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3
3
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1
3
1
2
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2
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
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65
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67-43-110
25-13-38
29-18-47
28-8-36
10-7-17
12-11-23
13-3-20
12-0-12
5-1-6
1-3-4
0-4-4
3-2-5
2-3-5
2-0-2
0-2-2
2-0-2
1-0-1
1-0-1
0-1-1
0-1-1
0-1-1
0-1-1

2/1:30
7/6:00
0/0:00
'6/4:00
1/0:30
1/1:00
0/0:00
0/0:00
2/1:30
1/0:30
8/7:00
2/1:30
8/6:30
0/0:00
4/3:00
1/1:00
1/0:30
0/0:00
1/0:30
0/0:00
1/1:00
7/6:30
69/54:00*
64/52:00

Dave Stewart
.378
90
34
16
12
8
5
10
20
12
.364
1
Alex Watson
55
13
8
5
7
T.J.Downey
.360
50
18
9
8
9
9
11
10
7
4
Scott Ivens
.344
32
6
9
9
Brian Anderson
I
.333
3
1
1
0
0
9
5
JetT Neijadlik
21
17
.333
63
19
15
6
1
9
Jim Neary
.317
60
19
13
6
19
5
9
0
Ed Zraket
.294
34
10
3
7
2
5
9
2
Jon Batchelder
.293
17
58
12
14
6
12
1
9
Brett Elmore
.277
12
65
18
10
15
6
2
9
Chuck Tsiamis
.263
7
38
10
6
10
4
9
0
Gardner O'Flynn
.258
31
4
2
8
s
1
1
9
Morgan Wotherspoon .250
4
1
0
0
0
0
1
9
Bobby Payzont
.220
59
13
11
9
16
12
1
9
Joe Sarno
.200
30
6
6
2
4
4
9
0
Kevin Theberge
.182
11
2
1
2
2
3
9
0
Robert Jordan
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14
2
2
2
3
6
9
0
Craig McLaughlin
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1
0
0
0
1
9
0
Tim Westfall
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1
0
1
1
0
0
9
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JetTMcHale
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1
1
0
0
0
... o
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9
Dan Geoffrey
4
.000
0
1
0
1
0
UNH Totals
.298
708
211
139
123
123
87
*Includes: 32 Chris Carlisle 9 gms., 2/2:00; 27 Eugene Donepp 9 gms., 8/6:00; 2
Opp. Totals
.277
682
189
125
113
80
99
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Andy White 9 gms., 2/1:30; 28 Tim O'Meara 9 gms., 2/1:30; 7 Tom Mahon 2 gm., 2/
2:00.
Pitcher
Gardner O'Flynn
Todd Brown
Jon Dion
Rick Muthersbaugh
Erik Mayo
Kevin Theberge
Jim Collins
Dan Gilmore
Robert Jordan
UNH Totals
Opp. Totals
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Sophomore Jim Collins was named pitcher of the
week by the NAC. Collins faced 22 batters against
Providence in the seven inning game. He gave up five
hits, struck out four and did not walk a batter. Providence did not score until the final inning. Collins is 11 on the season.

Women's Lax ECAC Tournament
Hosted by Lafayette College(Easton, Pa.)
Seeds
1. Lafayette
~ Sat
2 :oo
3. Cornell

2. UNH

Sat
12:00

4. Towson St.
*Championship Game, Sunday at 1 p.m.
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23.9S
11.11
10.22

Upcoming UNH events:
• Men's football hosts the annual Blue/White Spring Scrimmage on Saturday at I p.m.
• The Ted Connor Day ceremony begins at 1 p.m. Saturday
• Men's baseball vs. Northeastern on Saturday at 1:15 p.m.
• Men's baseball vs. Northeastern on Sunday at 1 p.m.

omen's Lacrosse
ndividual Statistics
Name.
Alita Haytayan
Diane McLoughlin
Laurie Geromini
Laura Clark
Mandy Kernan
Toni Felini
Jamie Hare
Kim Tombarelli
Amy Gale
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Opp. totals:
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UNH totals:
Opp. totals:
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Runner uses his head

like I'm getting faster. I owe him a lot."
By Bryan Mitchell
· Hamcha, even though he made the the
TNH Sports Staff
doctor/patient analogy, doesn't particularly
It's all in your head.
If you think you can do it, then you can. like doctors and hospitals. In fact, it took him
Just do it. Never say never. Go hard or go an emergency trip to the hospital in December before he agreed to have his tonsils out.
home.
He was put on antibiotics, which made
We see these slogans on T-shirts and hear
them on television, but we hardly ever meet him dizzy, so he couldn ' t train much from
December to March. He got his tonsils out
someone who epitomizes them.
Mohamed Hamcha, a part-time UNH over spring break and now he runs about 70
student, lives by these attitudes in school, at miles a week and practices his hurdling.
The 23-year-old Moroccan lives for the
work and when he's running.
"When I'm racing I just go for it," said challenge and the competition involved in
Hamcha. "If mentally I'm ready, then the running the steeplechase. He realizes he
hasn't put a lot of time in on his training and
physical will follow."
The Moroccan-born Ham cha, who came is going to use the trials as an experiment.
He has been unable to make the Olympic
to New Hampshire in 1989, will be returning
to his homeland in June to try to qualify for trials until this year because of injuries he
the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona. received in motorcycle accident in 1987.
He competes in distances from 1,500 meters However, he stayed away from doctors and
to 10,000 meters, but he will be trying to he recovered from a motorcycle accident
without surgery.
qualify for the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
A car hit Hamcha and he injured his
Hamcha started running, not as a professional, but because he enjoys it This is the knee. Doctors recommended surgery, but he
same reason why he loves the steeplechase. picked mind over scalpel and rehabilitated
"I'm always waiting for the next barrier," himself. After seeing a physical therapist for
said Hamcha. "There is a different feeling a year, he finally started to train consistently
after I pass each barrier. It's a challenge. in 1988, but it was too late for him to compete
in the Olympic trials.
There is a fight between mind and body."
Hamcha said that the Olympic qualifyHamcha, however, is not in the fight
alone. Even though he is not a member of the ing race will be tough. The unique steepletrack team, track coach Jim Boulanger writes chase challenge, strong Moroccan runners,
hot, dry weather and the different style of
programs for him and helps him train.
Boulanger is a big supporter of Hamcha race at the 01 ympic trials are difficult odds to
and all the track athletes. Hamcha thinks of beat.
"The qualifying race for the Olympics is
the relationship between Boulanger and
himself as one between a caring doctor and very different from other championships,"
patient Boulanger writes a program (the said Hamcha. "Only the winner goes to the
medication) for him and gives Hamcha the Olympics, so you could be the best runner
confidence that he will run just fine (like the but be sick on that day and not qualify. It
confidence a doctor installs in a patient before seems as if all of your training is just for one
day."
surgery).
Even though the trials are in June,
"He's (Boulanger) one of the best coaches
I've met," said Hamcha. "He makes me feel Hamcha thinks the short amount of time he

Mohamed Hamcba won the Chubb Life Run in 1991, but hopes to qualify for the
Olympic steeplechase from his native country Morocco (courtesy photo).
has left to train won't hurt him. He thinks if
he is mentally ready then nothing can stop
him, except maybe the hot, dry weather.
"The more I think about it, it's going to
be the heat," added Hamcha.
Hamcha is used to heat but not necessarily from the climate. He is an engineering
design major, minoring in computer programming, who drives a Coast bus and works
at Philbrook dining hall.
It's amazing that he can do all this and
still train for a grueling race like the steeple-

chase. But he likes to run and wants to run.
That's what keeps him going. He also said
that 60 percent of his training is mental and
that running brings him peace.
"When I go running it is the only peaceful time I have," said Hamcha. "Most of my
plans and decisions are made while I'm running."
Like splashing through the water and
leaping over hurdles on his way to an Olympic dream.

Never think never. Hamcha doesn't.

Terrier's leash shortened by Wildcat pitching staff
By Colin C. Haley
TNH Sports Staff
UNH got complete game efforts from Gardner O'Flynn
and Rick Muthersbaugh as the Wildcats swept a make-up
doubleheader against Boston University Monday, 7-0 and~
1. ,.

In the first game, O'Flynn pitched his fourth complete
game in five starts, striking out seven and giving out only three
hits. O'Flynn, now 2-3, leads the team with 32 strike outs.
Alex Watson and Brett Elmore drove in two runs each to
lead the offense. UNH all-time hit leader Dave Stewart also

had a big day, going 3-4 and scoring a run. Stewart leads the
team with a .386 average and 35 hits. The next closest to
Stewart in the hit category is Jeff Niejadlik with a total of 21.
In game two on Monday, Muthersbaugh threw a twohitter to improve his record to a staff-leading 3-1.
Muthersbaugh gave up only one run in his complete game
effort and struck out three. Stewart continued his hot day at
the plate, going 3-4 and driving in three. Hot-hitting freshman
Watson went 3-3 and scored three runs. Elmore and Chuck
Tsiamis, the number eight and nine hitters, also had two hits
each.

Watson leads 'Cats past Holy Cross
BASEBALL, from page 28
freshman by letting him work his way out of a jam in the
eighth. Also helping Dion's cause was some excellent defense.
Aside from an error on a fly ball that resulted from a lack of
communication, UNH played excellent defense. Neary
made a great stab on a rocket to second to start an inning
ending 4-~3 double play.
In the fifth, with runners on first and second, catcher Jeff
Niejadlik picked off the runner on first who had strayed to far
after a pitch. The play proved to be important as the next
batter hit a roller to short that would not have been a double

play ball. So Dion was faced with two outs and a runner on
third instead of one out and runners on second and third. Dion
then got himself out of the jam with a strikeout.
Another freshman Erik Mayo worked a 1-2-3 ninth to
save the win for Dion. Mayo was also the recipient of some
fine fielding as well, as Batchelder made a diving catch in
right field for the second out.
The win Wednesday raises UNH's overa l record to 1113 and drops Holy Cross to a dismal 7-17-1. Saturday will be
Ted Conner Day as UNH will be honoring the retiring coach.
A ceremony will be held prior to the 1 p.m. doubleheader with
Northeastern.

New Hampshire's four-game winning streak came to an
end Tuesday, with 7-4 and 5-4 losses at Maine.
In the first inning of game one, UNH starter Jim Collins
(1-1) was hit with a scorching line drive above the right ankle.
Collins retrieved the ball and threw out the Maine batter, but
swelling and stiffness forced him out of the game in the
second. In his brief stint, he was charged with three runs on
five hits and struck out one.
Collins, who did not dress for Wednesday's game, said
the injury was just a bad bruise and he hoped to be ready to
pitch in this weekend's games against Northeastern. Dan
Gilmore came in for Collins in the second and took the loss.
He went three innings and gave up three runs on three hits,
striking out two. The loss evened Gilmore's record at 1-1.
Bob Jordan finished for the ' Cats in the sixth.
Catcher Niejadlik swung the hot bat for New Hampshire,
batting a perfect 3-3 in the game with three RBI. Niejadlik
raised his average to .339 and now ranks fifth on the team.
Elmore contributed with two hits and a run scored. O'Flynn
drove in the last Wildcat run in the sixth.
Game two was an extra-inning affair that didn't turn out
c1ny !Jetter for the 'Cats. Kevin Theberge (1-3) went seven
innings, striking out six and giving up four runs (three
earned). Todd Brown finished on the mound for UNH.
John Batchelder led the offense with a 3-3 day, driving in
a run and scoring one. Leadoff hitter Watson had two hits and
an RBI.

Super Saturday arrives for baseball and spring football
By Kevin Gray
TNH Sports Staff
After 27 years and 356 victories to date, head baseball
coach will Ted Connor will mark the end of his era on Saturday.
''Ted Connor Day," with an opening ceremony slated for
1:00 p.m., will officially retire his jersey #1 and honor the
winningest coach in baseball history at UNH. The ceremony
will also include a tribute and farewell to Pete Michel,

Conner's assistant for the past 10 years .
Before the Wildcats take on Northeastern at 1: 15, shortstop Dave Stewart will be honored for his record breaking feat
on April 16. The senior captain stroked his 144th career hit,
breaking the hit record formerly held by Mike Shriner.
A barbecue will follow the twin-bill with the Huskies
with all friends and family invited. Red Sox pitching coach
and former Wildcat Rich Gale will be in attendence.

Across the way, football fans can catch a sneak peak at
the 1992 Wildcats when the annual blue/white scrimmage
kicks off at 1:00. The intrasquad game will feature the
season's fresh faces including the recently elected captains:
Dwayne Gordon, John Perry, and Barry Bourassa.
Last season, both Jim Stayer and Rich Green showcased
the Wildcat's aerial attack and should respond once more with
starting role implications at stake.
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Temple and Penn State outrank and outplay UNH
Wildcats drop two straight, lose chance to play in NCAA tournament
By Joan Schultz·
TNH Sports Staff
With only 12 games remaining this season
and a 7-4 record to date, the Wildcats were
extremely disappointed after suffering two
major losses this past weekend to higherranked Temple University (13-9) and Penn
State (12-8).
On Saturday, UNH could not put their
game together to match Temple, who took
advantage of UNH's lack of defensive cohesiveness. Coach Marjorie Anderson said
the defense was caught on their heels too
much and allowed Temple to capitalize. Amy
Gale netted one goal in the first half, along
withgoalsbyValAvramovic,AlitaHaytayan,
and Diane McLoughlin. The 'Cats were
down 8-4 at the end of the half.
Until this point, UNH was letting Temple

runaway with the game. But at the start of the
second half, the 'Cats equaled Temple's offensive rush. Both Temple and UNH put in
five goals in the second half, proving that
UNH would not be blown out. Scoring from
UNH came from Haytayan, Kim Tombarelli,
McLoughlin, while Toni Felini had two goals.
Although UNH played better in the second half, Anderson was not pleased with their
movement and lack of teamwork. "They
played a very individual game," said Anderson.
Junior attacker Laura Clark said the
offense didn't set up a settled attack or play a
team-oriented attack. "We took a while to
adjust defensively and it was a very unorthodox game," Clark said. "Athlete to athlete,
the UNH squad could have beaten Temple."
On Monday, the Wildcats still couldn't

pull off a win despite a much better game
against Penn State. UNH had hoped to go at
least 1-1 on the weekend.
"The team played much more competitively, but when the defense made an error,
Penn State took advantage," said Anderson.
On the whole, the defense played a strong
game, shutting out three of Penn State's top
players. Laurie Geromini had a strong game,
both defensively and offensively, scoring three
goals in the game. Geromini, at center, marked
and matched Penn State's center Ann
Kelenosky, currently a member of the U.S.
lacrosse squad. "Geromini and Kelenosky
were an even match up and really worked
each other. Geromini was the key in our
transition," said Anderson.
Cindy Provencher, a junior defender for
the 'Cats, also stood out defensively.

"Provencher did a fantastic job taking Penn
State's leading scorer Deanna Blood out of
the game," said Anderson.
Jamie Hare, also a defender, played an
instrumental role. holding Penn State's second leading scorer to just one goal in the
game.
With a half time score of 6-3, Geromini
had two of the goals, along with one by
Haytayan. But UNH was unable to catch
Penn Stale. In the second half, Penn State and
UNH's scoring was almost equal. Penn State
had six goals and UNH scored five goals.
Scoring for UNH came from Felini, Hare,
McLoughlin, Geromini, and Haytayan.
UNH plays Vermont on Thursday, hoping to end the regular season on a good note.
The Wildcats enter the ECAC tournament on
Saturday at Lafayette College as the second
seed to play third-seed Cornell.

Crimson is no match for Wildcat strengtli
M.LAX, from page 28

game with another less than four minutes
At the beginning of the fourth, Harvard game.
later, after picking up a ground ball near the began showing some signs oflife, making the
With the score at 10-6 and five minutes
sideline and driving towards Harvard's net to score 6-4 only one minute into the quarter, but remaining in the game, UNH coach Jim
game.
Junior midfielder Chris Geier put UNH score.
the Wildcats would see none of that
Urquhart told his team to keep control of the
up on the scoreboard within the first 30 secGeier then made the score 4-2 after seDaley scored on a drive from behind the ball and to not force anything. Even though
onds of the second quarter upon receiving a nior attacker John Mcconaghy passed to him net, and Mcconaghy followed suit 30 sec- Harvard scored once during that five minute
pass from the junior attacker John Daley in from behind the net. Four minutes later, Geier onds later. With the score in UNH's favor at span, Urquhart's tactics were successful,
completed his hat-trick for the game on a pass 8-4, Harvard made a few quick passes after making the Wildcats a 6-5 team and Harvard
front of the crease.
Three minutes later, Crimson added an- in front of the net from fellow midfielder the faceoff and scored its fifth goal of the a 4-9 team.
other goal to their side of the scoreboard, but Presbrey.
game.
UNH was ranked seventh in New Enat 4:59 into the game Daley fed a pass in front
The score at the half saw UNH ahead, 5It was then when Presbrey completed his gland before the start of the game, but that
of the net to junior midfielder Eric Presbrey, 2.
hat trick after picking up a ground ball l Ofeet should change by next week. Urquhart's goal
who took a bounce shot to tie the game at two
In the third, UNH brought the score to 6- in front of the crease and connecting a bounce of ending the season with an 8-5 record after
apiece.
2 on a goal by Mcconaghy after driving shot into the net
a slow first half of the season is not far from
From that point on, the Wildcats never towards the net from the right side and scorHowever, the Crimson continued to press from his reach.
looked back.
ing. Before the quarter was over, the Crimson on by scoring a sixth goal. Daley silenced the
"I thought we played great. It was prob' Presbrey followed up his first goal of the were able to put a third point on the scoreboard Harvard goal by scoring his second of the ably our best showing," Urquhart said. "We
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . played with a lot of heart
and intensity."
"Today we were
the team we thought we
would be at the start of
the season," Presbrey
said.
Another player
who deserves a lot of attention is senior UNH
goalie Brian Vona.
"Brian
Vona
played a stellar game,"
Presbrey said.
At the beginning
of the year, goalie coach
Bill Hall had three goalies to choose from. He
picked Vona because had
a slight edge over the
other two--Chris Smith
and Jonathan Doran-with his quick hands and
good positioning in the
net. Hall's decision was a
tough one, but Vona
proved to be a good
choice.
Vona moved the
goalie stick around as if
it were a lightweight baton, with a total of 14
saves.
"Brian had an incredible game. He will
be missed next year,"
Hall said.
Junior"Chris Geier sets his sights on Harvard's goalie all day long, earning a hat trick for his efforts (Nick Frang~ffNH Staff photo).
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Moroccan
seeks Olympic
dream,

Women's lax
drops two, out
of NCAAs,
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UNH ATHLETICS

Wildcats capitalize, edge Crusaders, 4-3
•

•

By Colin C. Haley
TNH Sports Staff
Three strong freshman efforts
and an error-plagued Holy Cross
catcher boosted the Wildcats to a 43 win over the Crusaders on
Wednesday.
Holy Cross starter Derek Gittus
(1-0, 1.90 ERA) kept Wildcat hitters offbalance until the fourth inning, when freshman Alex Watson
singled to left, scoring Jon
Batchelder and Bobby Payzant to
give UNHa2-1 lead. Watson, whom
teammate Jim Collins characterized
as "Mr. Clutch," was 2-5 in the
game.
Watson was easily the player
of the week as he hit .500 (8-16),
had four RBI, scored five runs and
stole two bases. "He's a hot hitter,"
said Coach Ted Conner. "You can
be sure that he's going to come in
and hit the ball hard."
Inthenext inning, UNHscored
two more thanks to Crusader catcher
JeromeFuller. Withtwoonandtwo

out. pinch hitter Gardner O'Flynn
swung and missed at strike three in
the dirt. Fuller blocked the pitch
and then threw a lollipop 20 feet
over the head of his first baseman,
allowing Scott Ivens and Jim Neary
to score, and effectively turning an
inning-ending strikeout into a
double. These two runs gave UNH
a 4-1 lead, runs that would prove
crucial come the end of the game.
Freshman Jon Dion (2-1)
pitched a solid game, going eight
innings, allowing seven hits, three
runs and striking out six. Dion
seemed to gain confidence in his
breaking ball as the game went on,
using it to effectively frustrate Holy
Cross hitters and work his way out
of jams.
"Dion was excellent.
That's his second really good
outing," said Coach Conner, who
showed his confidence in the
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Men's lax team outIDuscles CriIDson
By Michael Hayward
TNH Sports Staff
Some serious considerations should be
made by the UNH men's lacrosse team.
The 'Cats should put a big sign on the
fence adjacent to the fieldhouse where the
visiting bus drives through and that says, in
bold letters: NO WIMPS ALLOWED!
The team should think about changing
its unifonn colors to black. You know, like
the Los Angeles Raiders. the L.A. Kings and

the Boston Bruins. Wear practice jerseys with
slogans like "Real Men Wear Black."
The reason behind these considerations?
If one witnessed what many did Wednesday
afternoon, one would agree. The scoreboard
could ooly give the score, not the play-by
play-action.
Although the Wildcats beat Harvard by a
score of only 10-7, they changed the Ivy
League •s Crimson to black and blue. UNH
gave Harvard one pounding after another, but

at the same time kept the winning edge on its
own end of the scoreboard.
Let's begin with the defense.
A Harvard offenseman begins a drive
towards UNH's goal. As he prepares to take
a shot, a UNH defender clips him, beginning
the offenseman's descent. But that wasn't
enough for the UNH defense, as senior cocaptain Scott Wojonovich plowed through
the offender who was still falling from the
original hit, leveling him to the ground. To
put it simply, the offender
stayed on the ground for a
minute and was left
thinking about his dangerous mistake of entering the veteran UNH defensive zone, vowing to
never make that same
mistake for the rest of the
game.
"That was the
most inspired defense I
have ever seen," said assistant coach John
Silverio, who was so excited for his team that
valium probably wouldn't
have calmed him down.
were
"They
playingoutoftheirminds.
I am so pumped up for
these guys," Silverio said.
"Defensively we
said
incredibly,"
played
Hall.
assistant coach Bill
''Theseniorsaregreatright
now and as a team we are
improving every game."

It is also worth mentioning that junior
defenseman Tim O'Meara played an intense
game with a broken wrist from the Wildcats'
previous match-up this past weekend against
Drexel. O'Meara played with a cast that ran
up most of his forearm.
And now for the offense. Most of the
time, the offense is known for its quickness
and shooting ability. Not at Cowell Stadium.
The Harvard goalie came out of the crease
after making a save, getting set up to make a
clear, but at that same time he made a serious
mistake by turning his back to one of the
Wildcat offensemen. While doing that, up
came a UNH attacker at full speed towards
the goalie's blind side and introduced him to
the thousands of blades of grass underneath
him.
Now this wasn't just any quick hit.
The 'Cat followed through the hit and continued running in a straight path over the
goalie.
The hard-hitting style proved to be commonplace as the Wildcats dominated for four
quarters of play.
The Wildcats deserve more credit than
they've been given. They're not just a team of
bruisers. This is a team made up of competitive players who got the job done with a little
added spice that had Harvard leaving Durham
in a daze.
However, it did take the Wildcats a quarter to get armed as they saw the Crimson grab
a 1-0 lead by the end of the first quarter. It
took that quarter for the 'Cats to weed out the
bad worm-burning passes and the lazy offthe-ball movement to get set for the rest of the
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